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ABSTRACT 

 

  

 This paper aims to assist cellists taking orchestral auditions by providing a 

detailed analysis of how to approach orchestral excerpts that, while standard, are not as 

commonly encountered in audition settings. The excerpts are Beethoven: Symphony No. 

9 (II. Molto vivace and IV. Presto); Brahms: Variations on a Theme by Haydn (Variation 

V. Vivace); Mahler: Symphony No. 2 (I. Allegro maestoso); Shostakovich: Symphony 

No. 5 (I. Moderato–Allegro non troppo); and lastly Bartók: Concerto for Orchestra (V. 

Finale). Each excerpt is organized into individual chapters containing comments and 

suggestions on basic technical and musical performance challenges.  

 I provide detailed and structured advice for practicing the above excerpts, offer 

advice on musical refinement, and address alternative musical interpretations based on 

recordings sampled. This provides a framework for the practice of aspiring orchestral 

cellists. Forming good practice habits and developing a personalized practice routine 

when facing new excerpts (or other music) is crucial to orchestral audition preparation, 

and my goal is to provide cellists with the tools necessary to do this.   
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for all the aspiring orchestral cellists on their musical journeys, may this paper remind 

you of the joy of staying musically curious as you pursue your dreams    
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CHAPTER 1 

JUSTIFICATION FOR STUDY 

Preparing for and taking an audition can feel like training for and participating in 

the Olympics: musicians practice sometimes for much of their lives for the chance to win 

gold in just a few crucial minutes. Audition success can lead to many things—a stable 

career, an abundance of teaching opportunities, a regular schedule, and of course, the 

satisfaction of feeling, “Yes! We want you! You are the one we have been waiting for!” 

Not to mention that the benefits of an orchestral career are abundant: the possibility of 

summers off and paid leaves, to name a couple, and above all, successfully merging life 

and a career in classical music.  

Unfortunately for many, orchestral auditions are about spending large amounts of 

money for the chance at a brief live audition only to receive the dreaded “thank you” 

from the screened panel with no additional feedback. And yet, many players find 

themselves jumping at the next audition-alert email, mounting the metaphorical horse, 

and charging like Don Quixote yet again into the fray. This unfortunate journey is 

embarked upon consistently by thousands of aspiring orchestral musicians worldwide. 

My hope is that other cellists (and perhaps non-cellists) will find this study valuable as 

they prepare to audition, saving money, time, and effort as they chase their dreams. 

After their recent cello auditions in the fall of 2021, the Detroit Symphony 

Orchestra released a formal statement on the progress of their search that one of the 

DSO’s current fellows had won the audition. According to the statement issued by the 

DSO, “he [the fellow] was the only finalist out of 103 candidates” (DSO 2021). 

Similarly, the Atlanta Symphony’s recent cello audition coincided with Detroit’s and 
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drew an equal number of applicants. This all goes to reinforce the notion that orchestral 

classical music is an extremely competitive field. But young musicians can increase their 

chances at winning these jobs by maximizing their preparation before auditions.   

In my own preparation for orchestral auditions, one of the most important lessons 

I have learned so far is that auditioning successfully in and of itself is a skill that needs to 

be treated as such by students, orchestral hopefuls, and the mentors and friends that want 

to help them succeed. In the course of my journey I have been blessed with many 

wonderful teachers, friends, mentors, and colleagues—and of course rivals—who have 

helped me to refine my audition processes and set myself up for success. Their 

inspiration is what compels me to share and expand their lessons and guidance in this 

monograph. As I myself am a cellist, the following material will pertain largely and 

primarily to the ins and outs of cello auditions; however, I sincerely hope too that some 

of what I write will be beneficial to all instrumentalists.  

 

Review of Literature 

So many books have been written about sports psychology: the emotional impact 

of one's golf grip, the inner struggles with refining one's tennis swing, and the like. 

Concurrently, there are just as many books that discuss the strategy and psychology of 

business, chess, diplomacy, and so many other skills that require some sort of 

performative execution. However, I have only found two books that discuss auditioning 

for an orchestra, neither of which are particularly applicable to the current crop of 

orchestral auditionees: Erica Sharp’s How to Get an Orchestra Job and Keep It: A 

Practical Guide is nearly forty years old and no longer available in print. Richard Davis 
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(principal flautist of the London Symphony) wrote a book entitled, Becoming an 

Orchestral Musician: A Guide for Aspiring Professionals. However, Mr. Davis is from 

the United Kingdom and as such his text caters specifically to auditioning in the UK.1 

In terms of the literature of the auditions themselves, the standard orchestral repertoire 

spans well over 300 years of music. Thus, audition panels operate under the assumption 

that auditionees not only know which excerpts from which repertoire to practice for 

technical reasons, but also the performance practices and stylistic considerations that 

must be given to that repertoire. As such, many publishers choose to compile volumes of 

“standard” orchestral excerpts for each instrument. For example, my own library consists 

of multiple excerpt volumes: Orchestral Excerpts from the Symphonic Repertoire: 

Classical and Modern Works (Rose 1953), Cello Solos from Opera and Ballet 

(Morganstern 1999), The Big Cello Book (Garlick 2010), and Test Pieces for Orchestral 

Auditions (Becker and Mandalka, 1993). Also common are underground, informal 

packets often passed from player to player. For example, Stephen Geber’s2 collected 

excerpts offer notes (sometimes with errors) with suggested bowings and fingerings, but 

have no instructions on performance, preparation, practice, or study. The expectation is 

that the performer will have had years of training that allow the music to speak for itself. 

While I agree that aspiring orchestral musicians should have a very high-level grasp of 

the performance traditions surrounding these excerpts, “there are a thousand Hamlets in a 

thousand people’s eyes,”3 and audition panels can have a frustratingly “narrow-minded” 

 
1 It is of note that audition systems in the US, UK, and Europe are all quite different.  
2 Stephen Geber, longest-serving Principal Cellist of the Cleveland Orchestra (1973–2003), former Head of 

Cello Department at the Cleveland Institute of Music.  
3 I learned the phrase in Chinese, though its spirit came from Tsarist Russia. (一千个人眼中有一千个哈姆

雷特) was popularized by the standardized 5th Grade Chinese elementary school curriculum.  
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view of what constitutes a “good” interpretation. Often, panels have a preconceived 

notion of exactly which interpretation they would like to hear. Unless an auditionee has 

been subbing with the orchestra they're auditioning for or is coming from another 

orchestral position, it can be extremely difficult for them to achieve the exact 

interpretation of the excerpt that the panel expects to hear. This creates an information 

disparity between outsiders and those “in the know,” one that I hope to address.  

Excerpt books for other instruments can often be helpful to cellists, as well. 

Former Principal Timpanist of the National Symphony Orchestra John Tafoya’s The 

Working Timpanist’s Survival Guide (2004) provided the model for what my monograph 

has become. In addition to presenting standard orchestral excerpts, Tafoya offers his 

personal guidance on everything audition-related: the tuning of each drum, the selection 

of which sticks to use, helpful exercises for refining the excerpts, opportunities for 

musical creativity within the context of the excerpts, and a stark warning of common 

errors made within them. His book, unlike more academic texts, is presented in easily 

digestible, vernacular language while still retaining a remarkable level of detail and 

authority regarding the timpani.  

Another book, Orchestral Excerpts for Timpani, by Randy Max (2010), presents 

detailed practice instructions for each excerpt, another helpful convention that is unheard-

of in string excerpt books. Of particular note in Max’s book is his own list of significant 

recordings made of each excerpt. This list includes a range of common metronome 

markings for each excerpt. This concrete range of accepted tempi might offer performers 

space to develop personal interpretation while still being faithful to performance 
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traditions; musical choices can be supported with actual examples of what has been done 

before. 

 

Erica Sharp 

Former violinist of the San Francisco Symphony and San Francisco Opera Erica 

Sharp’s How to Get an Orchestra Job—and Keep It (1985) is a relatively rare insider’s 

take on the procedures involved with securing an orchestral job. She offers a thorough, 

blow-by-blow account of the process: she begins with where to look for job postings and 

ends with a discussion on details of the tenuring process. Her book even includes a 

section on the treatment of performance anxiety using both prescription beta-blockers and 

over-the-counter herbal remedies that might help to alleviate physical manifestations of 

the (unavoidable) nerves involved with taking an audition.4 Another helpful inclusion in 

Ms. Sharp's book is that of various anxiety-relieving and centering breathing exercises for 

incorporation into daily practice. Finally, Sharp also stresses the importance of holding 

mock auditions with the strong suggestion that they be treated as seriously as actual 

auditions, with regard given to dress, printed music for the panels, and everything that 

one might expect to encounter in the actual audition. 

In her text, Sharp lists the six main elements that are considered important by the 

audition panel: “good intonation, accurate and steady rhythm, a pleasing tone quality that 

will blend into the orchestra, technical proficiency, appropriate interpretation of the 

music, and flexibility in responding to any requests from the judges” (Sharp 1985, 20). 

 
4  I don’t discuss performance anxiety treatment, since it is a topic of its own. I mention the beta-blockers in 

Sharp’s book simply because it is the elephant in the room. I do not advocate for beta-blockers, nor do I 

frown upon those who find them helpful.    
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However, Sharp also emphasizes professionalism and politeness as almost an x-factor in 

achieving success.  For example, her chapter, “Orchestra Etiquette” (Sharp 1985, 29), 

details the social constructs of the “pecking order” in many string sections and how one 

might be a considerate stand partner. From the ins and outs of penciling parts, to turning 

pages, and to maintaining high standards of professionalism in various situations, Sharp 

addresses issues that may be considered common sense but which are extremely helpful 

in print. In addition, her discussions of contract negotiations and personnel managers 

deals with the "audition after the audition,” where many players falter even after a 

successful audition. 

How to Get an Orchestra Job––and Keep It was quickly and widely accepted as 

being extremely helpful to those wishing to successfully audition for orchestras. A review 

of Sharp’s book in the journal, American Music Teacher (Jacobs 1987, 52) recommends 

that college performance majors as well as high school juniors and seniors (and their 

parents) with an interest in pursuing an orchestral career use her book as an insight to 

what is at stake with orchestral auditions. Another review by David Walter praised 

Sharp’s comprehensiveness but pointed out that “there is an aspect of ‘getting an 

orchestra job’ she has not touched on: our deplorable shortage of employment for 

symphony musicians” (1986, 71). He continues to list orchestra vacancies, comparing 

European ones with Americans, concluding that “it will only be possible to ‘Get an 

Orchestra Job’ if there will be jobs to be gotten” (Walter 1986, 71). 
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Other Notable Sources 

One might find relatively up-to-date audition day information from bassist 

Christopher Rose’s doctoral dissertation written in 2011. Although the excerpts he 

presents are bass-specific, some of the music selections do overlap with other 

instruments—for example with cellos in the recitative excerpt from Beethoven’s Ninth 

Symphony. Like Erica Sharp, Rose includes information ranging from how to find 

vacancies to detailed rundowns of the audition day. Interestingly, he dedicates a chapter 

to “recovering from a loss” (Rose 2011, 36), a topic that is rarely discussed. Rose starts 

off with the well-known tale of Daniel Katzen5 and encourages auditionees to think of 

“an unsuccessful audition . . . as a trial run for a successful audition” (Rose 2011, 36). 

In his American String Teacher journal article, Tony Brandolino states that 

“students need to be aware of the realistic market for performing violinists if they are to 

be adequately prepared for a professional career upon graduation” (Brandolino November 

1999, 124). In this article, Brandolino addresses the relative lack of orchestral audition 

preparation included in the curricula for music performance majors at the college level. 

He rules that, traditionally, college training is geared more towards a solo and chamber 

music career path than that of orchestral playing. According to him, if one were to pursue 

an orchestral path, options such as “independent study or special projects course in the 

orchestral repertoire” (Brandolino November 1999, 124) would be helpful to supplement 

the need for orchestral training if they were not already enrolled in “a career-intense 

program of orchestral audition preparation in their undergraduate or graduate applied 

violin curriculum.” To facilitate this shift in training, Brandolino presents a lesson plan 

 
5 Daniel Katzen, Section Horn of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, won the position after forty-seven 

auditions. 
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for collegiate lessons in which the teacher dedicates fifteen minutes of the weekly applied 

lesson to orchestral excerpts. In addition to this, he encourages colleges and 

conservatories to add required orchestral excerpts to performance juries. Much like 

Sharp, he suggests that students “listen to different recordings, playing along with a 

recording, and playing mock auditions,” in addition to dedicating thirty minutes daily to 

the practice of orchestral excerpts. Brandolino believes that “studying excerpts not only 

enriches orchestral performance abilities at the college level but can furnish students with 

the skills needed for professional auditions . . . in order to obtain a full-time orchestral 

position and make a comfortable salary, students must be well prepared for auditions” 

(Brandolino November 1999, 124). 

Brandolino’s other article, “Winning an Orchestral Audition: Advice from the 

Pros,” (May 1999, 29) also contains many useful suggestions and emphasizes the 

importance of deep preparation for orchestral auditions. From the selection of the 

concerto that best portrays the applicant's playing, to the applicant’s formation of a 

contextualized concept of each required excerpt, to the possible scheduling of pre-

audition lessons with a current member of the orchestra, Brandolino presents what he 

believes are the actions one must take to prepare for a successful audition. In addition to 

this, Brandolino consults with three concertmasters who agree on four key elements to a 

successful audition: “consistent intonation, good tone, the ability to blend with a section, 

and rhythmic solidarity” (Brandolino May 1999, 29). He concludes with the importance 

of post-audition debriefing, self-evaluating, and most of all, extreme persistence 

(Brandolino May 1999, 29).  (Much like Temple University’s slogan: “Perseverance 

Conquers!”)  
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 In his article for The Strad magazine, Chicago Symphony Orchestra cellist Brant 

Taylor’s “10 Tips for a Successful Orchestral Audition” (2021) mentions the importance 

of auditioning on an instrument one is comfortable with, as opposed to procuring a more 

valuable instrument as a short-term loan. He also advises that one play the interpretation 

of their choice instead of trying to cater to what the orchestra committee might want to 

hear. Taylor suggests this comforting advice: one should look past any mistakes they 

make during an audition and focus instead on things that display their “general level of 

musicianship and instrumental control.” Like Brandolino, Taylor stresses the importance 

of producing a beautiful tone, all the time. Taylor concludes with the familiar advice that 

auditionees play for other musicians, though not necessarily cellists, and also have 

frequent and more formal mock auditions.  

 Katherine Millett, writing for Strings magazine, offers her insights in “12 Ways to 

Ace your Orchestral Audition,” (Millett 2005, n.p.) in which she presents a narrative of 

auditioning using the real-life audition experiences of four cellists. Millett advises 

practicing a few times in a hall similar to that in which an audition will take place, 

typically large and resonant. Millett also includes a suggestion from Alan Rafferty, cellist 

of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra: that of running a few laps around the house to 

simulate the nervous response in a real audition setting (Millett 2005). Of note is that 

Millett’s article highlights the importance of having a good support system of family, 

friends, teachers, mentors and even “friendly rivals.”  

 While these articles offer great general audition advice, unfortunately, none of 

them guide us on how to prepare individual excerpts during practice sessions, and the 

available cello excerpt repertoire books fall short in terms of providing comprehensive 
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practice guidance for a successful audition. It is my intention in this monograph to 

provide exactly that. 

 

Online Resources 

 Living in a digital, fast-paced world, the presence of the internet is increasingly 

dominant. This is particularly true now that the world has endured two years of online 

learning. Notable musicians have had the time to develop and enhance their online 

presence.  

Rob Knopper, a section percussionist of the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, has a 

very successful and somewhat novel website called the Audition Hacker 

(robknopper.com/auditionhacker). He periodically updates with audition-related news 

and promotes his audition-taking classes (for a fee). There are materials available for free 

and he also sends out regular e-letters and hosts online chat forums.   

Section cellist of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Gloria Lum also started her 

online website Audition Confidential (auditionconfidential.com) relatively recently. She 

regularly posts tutorial videos online (i.e.  Beethoven Symphony No. 5, Debussy La Mer) 

and sends out detailed practice notes on the excerpts discussed in the video. Her joint 

online masterclass (March 2022) with principal cellists of the Boston Symphony and the 

Cleveland Orchestra (Blaise Déjadin and Mark Kosower respectively) was made 

available for purchase.  

 Joel Dallow leads a double life as section cellist of the Atlanta Symphony 

Orchestra and hosts a podcast called the Cello Sherpa. Episodes are all free and available 

on his website (thecellosherpa.com) and his music industry guests include solo cellists, 

http://robknopper.com/auditionhacker
http://auditionconfidential.com/
http://thecellosherpa.com/
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orchestral cellists (Brinton Smith, principal cellist of the Houston Symphony, is on the 

January 2022 episode), conductors, concertmasters, and orchestra administrators 

(including the Atlanta Symphony’s vice president of artistic planning). His nonmusician 

guests include a professor of nutrition and an attorney (who happens to be a former 

flautist) to address issues ranging from what and how to eat for maximum performance to 

essential legal knowledge that career musicians must have.  

All three are helpful online resources, offering current advice on taking auditions, 

but their more detailed contents are behind a paywall, which is unfortunately cost-

prohibitive for many students. Hopefully, this monograph will supply detailed audition 

guidance that is useful and freely accessible to aspiring orchestral musicians.    

Another helpful online resource—one that I frequent—is orchestraexcerpts.com, 

which offers both printed music and sample recordings. It provides targeted playbacks of 

each excerpt in context as well as parts. Downloadable PDF part books are available for 

purchase. Their podcasts are also of interest—in them, the creators of the site discuss 

various aspects of the music industry, including travelling, touring, and more.  

 

Cello-Specific Resources 

I recently came across a Kickstarter.com crowdfunding campaign from Blaise 

Déjardin, principal cellist of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, to create his project 

entitled “Your Guide for A Successful Orchestral Cello Audition – Audition Day.” This 

text would consist of twelve chapters of thirty-eight excerpts. In the short informational 

presentation that is available, Déjardin pledges to address various topics: choosing the 

right repertoire, making an audition recording, and more. He also will include 

http://orchestraexcerpts.com/
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information on obtaining tenure, which will no doubt parallel concepts presented in Erica 

Sharp’s book. Other slides in the Kickstarter presentation offer both practice tips and 

step-by-step practice guides. The thirty-eight excerpts, according to Déjardin, are to be 

presented with detailed instructions, the excerpts themselves will be a mix of common 

and uncommon pieces from the orchestral repertoire. The available index page lists 

excerpts from Wagner’s Das Rheingold as well as his overture from Tannhäuser; Saint-

Saëns’s Symphony No. 3, Ravel’s Daphnis et Chloé, Strauss’s Also Sprach Zarathustra, 

and more. This would be similar to the excerpt books by Randy Max and John Tafoya (as 

opposed to Erica Sharp’s text) and would undoubtedly be helpful to many aspiring 

orchestral cellists.      

David Littrell compiled a total of 373 orchestral cello excerpts in his DMA thesis 

titled, “A Collection of Orchestral Excerpts for the Cello Categorized by their Technical 

Aspects” (1979). In it he sorted these excerpts into eighteen different techniques of both 

hands. The idea is to practice these excerpts to supplement or replace standard etudes, 

caprices, and/or studies. By providing music to standard orchestral repertoires and to 

some of the lesser-known works such as Charles Ives’s Symphony No. 4, Littrell 

essentially created an etude book targeting aspects of cello techniques using orchestral 

excerpts. His main goal is to make practicing excerpts more accessible, and by arranging 

a large collection of excerpts by their techniques it becomes increasingly more fun. One 

can focus on a technique (i.e., thumb position) by practicing numerous excerpts from that 

chapter.  

Linda Shay’s “Selected Orchestral Excerpts for Cello: Analyzed and Graded” 

(1977) divides excerpts from eight excerpt books and ranks them into five different levels 
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of difficulty, identifying twelve technical problems. In addition to the supplemental 

music materials such as etudes by Friedrich Dotzauer, Jean-Louis Duport, and Auguste 

Franchomme, for each technical problem addressed Shay also includes text from Ivan 

Galamian, Elizabeth A.H. Green, Valborg Leland and others that address fundamental 

bow techniques. Although no musical examples or comments are provided in her 

dissertation, it still is an invaluable source for categorized etudes and readings targeting 

different technical aspects of cello playing.  

Three recent doctoral dissertations discuss orchestral excerpts for the cello and 

provide practice guidance. These dissertations focus mostly on the top fifteen standard 

excerpts from the orchestral literature. Susan Moyer’s “A Detailed Study of Selected 

Orchestral Excerpts for Cello” provides detailed information and instruction on the 

fifteen orchestral excerpts most frequently requested (2009). Moyer provides guidance 

beyond the fingerings and bowings found in standard excerpt collections, and each 

excerpt is presented as a step-by-step practice guide. She stresses that proper attention to 

all the details of an excerpt leads to effective practice and mastery of the excerpt.  

Zlatina Staykova’s “A Contextual Approach to Learning Orchestral Excerpts for 

Cello” (2009) offers a broader perspective on the study of orchestral excerpts, in which 

the performance and preparation of orchestral repertoire are likened to the art of chamber 

music playing. Staykova also supports the learning process with a specific routine, 

creating a regular systematic approach. What sets her paper apart from Moyer’s is that 

she digs into the historical context of individual musical selections, with the idea that 

understanding the work within the context of the composer’s timeline gives the readers a 
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better understanding of the work. Every one of her musical examples also includes an 

analysis of the overall structure of the symphonic work from which they were selected. 

Hye-ri Jang’s “Preparing for Orchestral Cello Auditions: The Study of Standard 

Orchestral Excerpts for Cello” (2017) provides general information on orchestral 

literature, as well as detailed instructions on how to practice orchestral excerpts, 

including suggested fingers and bowings. Most helpful in Jang’s paper is her chapter 

covering the process of taking auditions, in which she lists resources for finding job 

postings and provides a step-by-step guide for everything extra-musical—from 

submitting applications to formatting a one-page curriculum vitae.  

Altogether, these three papers encompass twenty-two excerpts, seven of which 

have no overlap, as illustrated by the chart on the next page. 
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Table 1. A Comparative Table of Standard Excerpts Previously Researched  

 Moyer Staykova Jang 

Beethoven Symphony No. 5, mvt. 2, 

mm. 1–10 
✔ ✔ ✔ 

Beethoven Symphony No. 5, mvt. 2, 

mm. 48–58 
✔ ✔ ✔ 

Beethoven Symphony No. 5, mvt. 2, 

mm. 98–106  
✔ ✔ ✔ 

Mozart Symphony No. 35, mvt. 4, 

mm. 1–8, 30–37, 88–109, 134–181   
✔ ✔  

Debussy La Mer, around Reh 9 ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Mendelssohn Scherzo from A 

Midsummer Night’s Dream, N–O 
✔ ✔ ✔ 

Brahms Symphony No. 2, mvt. 2, 

mm. 1–15 
✔ ✔ ✔ 

Beethoven Symphony No. 5, mvt. 3, 

mm. 1–18, 141–213 
✔   

Verdi Requieum: Offertorio, mm. 1–

34 
✔ ✔   

Strauss Don Juan, R–T ✔   

Strauss Don Juan, 7 before G–H ✔   ✔ 

Strauss Don Juan, opening–D ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Brahms Symphony No. 3, mvt. 3, 

mm. 1–39 
✔     

Strauss Ein Heldenleben, mm. 1–24 ✔   

Beethoven Symphony No. 8, Trio   ✔   

Mozart Symphony No. 40, mvt. 1, 

mm. 114–137 
 ✔  

Mendelssohn Scherzo from A 

Midsummer Night’s Dream, C–D 
  ✔   

Tchaikovsky Symphony No. 4, mvt. 

2, mm. 21–41 
 ✔ ✔ 
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While these twenty-two excerpts make up most of the frequently encountered 

audition repertoire, what about other standard works in the orchestral canon? I would hate 

to contemplate skipping an audition because they asked for unfamiliar excerpts! Indeed, 

it is likely that most auditions will include some excerpts that are not covered by any of 

these theses. This is a gap in the literature that my research is intended to fill and thus 

help not only myself but other cellists on their audition journey. 

 

Other Readings 

 Bassist Justin Locke’s fun and entertaining memoir, Real Men Don’t Rehearse: 

Adventures in the Secret World of Professional Orchestras, sheds light on what a 

professional musician’s life may entail (Locke 2005). He recalls memories from spending 

summers at the Tanglewood Institute and other funny behind-the-scenes stories from 

being on tour with the Boston Pops. Other tales that are usually only passed around by 

word of mouth are also shared in this memoir. This book portrays the audition panel in a 

different light, making them more approachable and therefore less daunting. After a 

string of unsuccessful auditions, I found joy and comfort in reading Locke’s memoir, and 

I recommend it to cellists (and other musicians) for a lighthearted read.  

 San Francisco Opera percussionist Patti Niemi’s memoir, Sticking It Out: From 

Juilliard to the Orchestra Pit, a Percussionist’s Memoir, recounts more of the brutal 

aspect of the industry (Niemi 2016). I can relate to some of her struggles in being a 

student at the Juilliard School of Music almost instantly—most challenges are the same 

no matter which school you attend. But the moral of the story is that through her 
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persistence and determination, she found success. It is less of a straight-through happy 

memoir because it is filled with pain, tears, frustration, and joy. These conflicting 

emotions resonated with me as she recalled all aspects of her journey in getting to the San 

Francisco Opera. In some ways, her memoir inspired me even more to keep on going 

through the audition process.  

 

Approach 

While preparing for recent auditions, I found reading the three most recent 

dissertations on more commonly requested excerpts to be very beneficial. However, I 

discovered that on every audition list I encountered there was at least one excerpt that 

was more obscure. Their infrequency, though, applied only to auditions, not to concert 

programming. Some of what is considered “standard repertoire” was not included in any 

of the papers. Therefore, this monograph is a comparative study of recent historical and 

modern interpretations of major orchestral cello excerpts, but I focus on excerpts that, 

despite their frequent programming in concert halls, appear only infrequently on audition 

lists in the United States.  

In 2016, while writing “Commonly Asked-for Cello Excerpts from Orchestral 

Auditions,” an independent study project with Professor Jeffrey Solow, I began to make 

headway with auditions. I attributed my modest success not only to diligent practice, 

supportive professors and encouraging friends, but also to time that I spent away from the 

cello. For too long I had dutifully learned the notes and rhythms of these excerpts as a 

task that must be done, detached from all musicality or interpretive decision making. As a 
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result, I fell into a routine of practicing excerpts while detesting them because I gained no 

pleasure or gratification from them. I finally broke out of this endless loop that generated 

nothing but negative feelings when I started comparing historical recordings, researching 

performance practice, studying various interpretations, and homing in on the finer details. 

These things all shed a different light on how I could win an audition.  

This monograph is organized into seven chapters. Chapters two through six are 

dedicated to excerpts presented in chronological order by date of composition: 

• Beethoven Symphony No. 9 [II: Molto vivace, mm. 1–57; and IV: Presto, mm. 8–

90] 

• Brahms Variations on a Theme of Haydn [Variation V: Vivace] 

• Mahler Symphony No. 2 [I: Allegro maestoso, mm. 1–26] 

• Shostakovich Symphony No. 5 [I: Moderato–Allegro non troppo, mm. 217–53] 

• Bartok Concerto for Orchestra [V: Finale, mm. 292–317] 

 

The Stephen and Dorothy Weber chair cellist of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, 

Michael “Mickey” Katz, commented on the International Cello Society’s Facebook cello 

forum that in an audition setting, he would always prefer the most musical candidate over 

a technically perfect candidate. So what can we do to enhance our musicality? What is 

musicality? The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines it as “sensitivity to, knowledge of, 

or talent for music” (Merriam-Webster, 2022). Oxford Dictionaries Online says it is 

“musical talent or sensitivity” and “the quality of having a pleasant sound” (Oxford 

Dictionaries Online, 2022). It is notable that the first definition puts sensitivity before 

talent. Talent is highly subjective, difficult to quantify, and can be demoralizing to 

discuss. However, sensitivity is a more malleable trait: it can be heightened. By 

equipping ourselves with knowledge about music we can become more sensitive to it.  
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 With that in consideration, how can one gain the knowledge that can increase 

sensitivity? Certainly, one should read and listen to recordings, but with the awareness 

that the short excerpts are parts of larger works. One should learn about a work in its 

entirety— the theoretical framework and the performance traditions of its time. 

Understanding the era of a composer enables connection with the “sound world” in which 

a piece was written; familiarity with the composers themselves helps to decode their 

performance indications and knowing their compositional style assists interpretation. 

Even though some excerpts may be new and unfamiliar, there may be other compositions 

from around the same era that are already part of the standard solo or chamber music 

repertoire that can help inform interpretations. All the above can help to develop personal 

taste for the music, thereby increasing sensitivity. 

 

Methodology 

Before delving into the methodology of my project, it is important to address the 

differences in how these excerpts may be performed in an orchestra as opposed to an 

orchestral audition. Every auditionee must show both technical mastery of the repertoire 

and of their instrument; auditionees must also show flexibility and a balanced 

understanding of the works. Only then will ensure that they are able to adjust their own 

interpretations to blend with that of the orchestra with which they will hopefully soon be 

working. In general, an understanding of the musicality and musical range of each 

excerpt should be tempered with a fairly conservative and literal interpretation of each 

work. My hope is that all of this information will assist cellists to balance between 

musical and literal interpretation.  
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For each excerpt I include metronome markings from several recordings. The 

average tempo was determined through the use of an iPhone application called Pulse, and 

another iPhone application called Soundcorset. The tempo that I notate for each excerpt is 

a general concept corresponding to the average tempo of the entire excerpt. I also note 

any significant deviation from the average tempo that conductors take for each excerpt. 

For example, Sir Georg Solti in his Decca recording of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony 

takes significant liberty of tempo in a manner that is not indicated in Beethoven’s original 

score (Solti and Chicago 1986). 

 Structural analysis has been applied to some of the excerpts, to establish their 

context within the larger works.  I incorporate comments including, but not limited to, the 

orchestration surrounding the excerpt, when the excerpt occurs elsewhere, or when it is 

played by a different instrument. For the melodic analysis, I examine the contour of the 

line, notable intervals, color, timber and tone, tension and resolution, ornamentations, and 

tuning options.  

 Annotated music has been included at the end of each chapter, marked with my 

personal bowings, fingerings and other artistic decisions. I offer them as suggestions and 

other interpretations of the music. Additional materials are available listed under 

Appendix A. To facilitate this, I sent out music packets to prominent orchestral cellists 

from American symphony orchestras. Marked music was returned to me by Mark 

Kosower, principal cellist of the Cleveland Orchestra. To make more sources available to 

cellists I wrote to Blaise Déjardin and Glenn Garlick seeking permission to include their 

copyrighted materials. I am grateful for their generosity of time and appreciate their 

participation in this project. Along with marked music, Mr. Kosower also included 
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careful practice notes and commentary for the six excerpts studied in this paper. This 

material is listed under Appendix B.  

Orchestral auditions are a difficult rite of passage for orchestral musicians. 

Unfortunately, they are a necessary evil. But with proper preparation and guidance, these 

experiences can become constructive and positive. My intent in this monograph is to 

clarify many of the musical factors involved in taking an audition, in such a way that 

when one is behind the screen, nothing is left to chance. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

BEETHOVEN  

SYMPHONY NO. 9 IN D MINOR, OP. 125 

 

 

Date of Composition: 1822–1824 

Dedicated to: King Frederick William III of Prussia 

Commissioned by: The Philharmonic Society of London 

Premiere Performance: May 7, 1824, Vienna; March 1825, London 

Conductor: Michael Umlauf (Beethoven)6 

Soloists: Henriette Sontag, Caroline Unger, Anton Haizinger, Joseph Seipelt 

 

 

The Composer  

Beethoven wrote his Ninth Symphony between 1822 and 1824, during his late 

compositional period. Other notable works of this period, spanning from 1815 until his 

death in 1827, include his late string quartets (Nos. 12–16, Opp. 127, 130–133, and 135); 

the two cello sonatas, Op. 102; the Hammerklavier sonata, Op. 106; and the Missa 

Solemnis. If middle period Beethoven was heroic in its compositional nature, marking a 

transition to the Romantic style, music from his late period marked a transition to a 

forward-leaning forward-thinking musical style utilizing compositional techniques that 

had not been used to the same degree in his previous works.  

Napoleon’s final defeat in the Battle of Waterloo on June 18, 1815 ended twenty-

three long years of recurrent warfare between France and other European countries but 

carried with it significant sociopolitical changes to European culture. In comparison to 

the more liberal past, European culture took a shift towards more repressive and 

conservative ideals. Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, its message in contrast to this, would 

 
6 Beethoven, dressed in a green frock coat, stood somewhere in front of Michael Umlauf at the premiere, 

beating time. It is unclear whether Beethoven stood in front of the orchestra or among the chorus. 
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form a musical protest against the repression in Europe, inviting ideals of unity and 

tolerance as painted in the text by Schiller, used in the last movement. In the context of 

Beethoven’s profound hearing loss at this point in time, this was even more poignant, as 

Beethoven’s music of this period tended to shift towards more intellectualized and 

introspective styles.  

 

The Symphony 

 

Beethoven’s Ninth is considered by many to be the paragon of the symphony. 

Wagner claimed that “after Beethoven, the only possible path was the music drama and 

the single-movement symphonic poem” (Howard 2021, 30). The Ninth Symphony 

appears to follow the conventional four-movement structure; however, the faster Scherzo 

movement placed before the slow Adagio breaks with the conventional patterns of 

movements in a classical symphony. While this unusual movement order was utilized by 

composers as early as Haydn and Mozart7 and had been utilized by Beethoven in 

chamber works such as his String Quartet, Op. 18, No. 5, and the Archduke Trio, it had 

not yet been utilized in a symphonic format.  

In cello auditions, it is common for the panel to request two excerpts from this 

symphony. The first comes from the second movement Molto vivace, in which it returns 

many times. The second is a group of excerpts all from the fourth movement, which I will 

discuss after the first excerpt.  

 
7 Haydn’s Op. 17, Nos. 1 and 2; Op. 54, No. 1; and Mozart’s K. 387, 458, and 464 (the three “Haydn 

Quartets”) 
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The formally ambiguous fourth movement is impossible to define in terms of 

genre. It is stylistically and structurally unclear. An unusual chord, in which every single 

note of B minor is presented, launches the “Schrecken Fanfare” (Terror Fanfare, as 

described by Wagner) that opens the movement. “It shatters the peace of the slow 

movement, returns to the dissonance and despair of the first movement, and makes a new 

beginning with a new evocation of chaos” (Swafford 2014, 843). Fragmented themes 

from earlier movements appear, a technique never used previously but one that would 

pave the way for Romantic symphonic structures. Instrumental recitatives, played by solo 

celli and basses, dismiss these fragmentary quotations. After interactions between the 

fragmented motifs from the previous movements and the interrupting recitatives, a 

perfect authentic cadence (m. 91) in D major finally sets the stage for the entrance of the 

true theme. The initial recitative in the lower strings foreshadows the baritone’s 

proclamation, “Nicht diese Töne” (not these tones). Then the listener (or performer) is 

left to decide: not which tones? The fanfare or D minor?  

The second group of excerpts (widely considered as a single excerpt because of 

their thematic continuity) come from this movement, whose well-known Ode To Joy 

theme alludes to Beethoven’s desire to create an unofficial national anthem.  

Another piece of the background was the relatively new idea of national 

anthems, their tunes designed to be inspiring, memorable, easily singable 

by the multitudes. Haydn had been inspired by the British God Save the 

King when he was commissioned to write Gott erhalte Franz den Kaiser, 

which became the unofficial Austrian anthem. (Beethoven also admired 

God Save the King and used it in piano variations and in Wellington’s 

Victory.) (Swafford 2014, 832) 

 

Beethoven, in this movement, no doubt wanted to write something similar to, yet bigger 

and grander than Haydn’s “Gott erhalt Franz de Kaiser,” Beethoven’s (and Schiller’s) 
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Ode to Joy embraced the Masonic ideals of brotherhood and musically extended 

acceptance and fraternity to all nations and to all the brothers (and presumably sisters, as 

well). In contrast to the previously discussed Scherzo movement, in which cellists must 

merely consider the classical scherzo form and all of the pertinent performance and 

techniques; when playing the excerpts from the last movement the cellist must take the 

role of a welcoming brother, inviting unity and inclusivity through warmth of tone. 

 

The Excerpt 

 

Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 in D Minor, Op. 125. II: Molto vivace, mm. 1–57 

(beginning to A). 

 

Not a lot of literature has been written regarding this cello excerpt, but one can 

find many discussions of parallel excerpts required in many second violin auditions.8 The 

𝅘𝅥. 𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅘𝅥 rhythmic figure is a running motive throughout the orchestra. It is important to 

choose an appropriate and consistent tempo and maintain the staccato throughout.  

 
8 other instrumentalists are often asked to perform excerpts from this movement in auditions; performance 

practice information can often be gleaned from materials geared towards their instrument. 
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Example 1. Ludwig van Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. II: Molto 

vivace, mm. 1–57. Beethoven 1865, 8. 

 
 

The Recordings  

 The first excerpt from the second movement begins at m. 1 and ends at m. 57. 

There is no change in tempo indicated in the score leading up to m. 57 yet most of the 

recordings I sampled tend to accelerate with Beethoven’s crescendo. Exceptions to this 

are recordings by Michael Tilson Thomas with the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra 

and Seiji Ozawa with Mito Chamber Orchestra as well as the two recordings by 

“historically informed” conductors: Roger Norrington with the Stuttgart Radio 

Symphony Orchestra, and John Eliot Gardiner with the Orchestre Romantique et 

Révolutionaire.9 In contrast, Herbert Blomstedt and the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra 

 
9 Gardiner kept a remarkably steady and consistent tempo. 
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offer an anomalous exception: they make a subtle accelerando before the written 

crescendo but then maintain a steady tempo into m. 57. 

The two recordings with the slowest tempi are Michael Tilson Thomas’s and Seiji 

Ozawa’s. Both conductors were students of Leonard Bernstein and similarities in their 

interpretations, possibly as a result of their training, can be heard both here and later in 

the fourth movement.  

 

Table 2. Tempo Chart for Beethoven, Symphony No. 9. II: Molto vivace, mm. 1–57. 

Orchestra/Conductor 

Average 

Tempo Year 

Chicago Symphony Orchestra/Georg 

Solti 118 1987 

Radio-Sinfonieorchester 

Stuttgart/Roger Norrington* 116 2002 

Orchestre Romantique et 

Révolutionaire/John Eliot Gardiner* 120 1994 

London Symphony Orchestra/Bernard 

Haitink 114 2005 

Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra 

/Herbert Blomstedt 116 2015 

Vienna Philharmonic/Bruno Walter 114 1955 

Vienna Philharmonic/Simon Rattle 114 2002** 

The San Francisco Symphony 

Orchestra/Michael Tilson Thomas 112 2012 

Bayreuth Festival Chorus and 

Orchestra/Wilhelm Furtwangler 116 1951 

Mito Chamber Orchestra/Seiji Ozawa 112 2017 

 

*Historically Informed Practice recording using modern instruments.  

** Recorded live 
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Tempo: The thematic material encountered in this passage is echoed in every 

instrument throughout the orchestra. The upper limit of the tempo is determined by the 

playability of those instruments, most notably the double reeds. Beethoven’s indication of 

Molto vivace can be interpreted as being very lively, but the tempo should never sound 

hectic. Although many of the recordings tend to accelerate with the crescendo into m. 57, 

when played in an audition it is best for one to remain steady and play only the crescendo 

without altering the tempo. Beethoven indicates a tempo of dotted half note =116, and 

Norrington’s recording shows that this is manageable. 

Although most audition committees are likely to request the excerpt from m. 17, 

keep in mind that the tempo of the opening six measures needs to be the same as the rest.  

Rhythm: The rhythmic combination of 𝅘𝅥. 𝅘𝅥𝅮 𝅘𝅥 starts the phrase and continues 

throughout the movement in various sections of the orchestra. The constant flow of 

quarter notes should remain in tempo throughout and never be shortchanged 

rhythmically.  At the fleeting speed of dotted half = 116, the risk of “swinging” the 

rhythm is high. Playing the eighth note as late as possible but still on time helps to keep 

the rhythm accurate. Be careful not to make the eighth note into a sixteenth note. 

String Crossings: These can throw off tempo and interrupt the flow. Choose 

fingerings that allow as many notes as possible to be played on the same string and utilize 

open strings. When string crossing cannot be avoided, keeping the bow on the string will 

help maintain the tempo. Staying as close to the string as possible between notes and 

using a minimum amount of bow will also make string crossings easier.  

Phrasing: In mm. 17–30, Beethoven gives the cellos eight measures of the main 

theme followed by six measures of accompaniment.  Later in the movement he writes, 
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“ritmo di tre battute and ritmo di quattro battute” meaning one downbeat every three 

bars and one downbeat every four bars, respectively. In the Example 2 below the bass 

melodic line parallels that of the cello’s mm. 17–20, and “ritmo di quattro battute” 

suggests phrasing in four bars.  

 

Example 2. Beethoven, Ritmo di quattro battute from Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 

125. II: Molto vivace, mm. 234–44. Beethoven. 1863, 14.

 
 

Articulation: This must stay consistent throughout the quarter note passages. The 

biggest challenge is the dotted rhythm passage in the opening, where the most common 

method of execution is to utilize “hooked bowings.” That enables players “to achieve a 

smoother legato than would be possible with separate bow strokes” (Swedlund 2022, 

n.p.). However, in the ff opening where the pattern consists of single measures at a time, 

the double down-bow will generate energy and rhythmic vitality. In hooked bowings, the 

articulation should proceed from most, to least, to none. The first down-bow needs to 

have a clear start with a strong bite, followed by an instant release and a light and fast 

follow through. The second down-bow needs to have a clear but less strong beginning, 

and being at the tip, the bow does not need to travel very far. The final note should be the 

least accented and should sound rather like the continuation of the second note but on an 

up-bow. The downbeat is the only impulse in each measure. The articulation for the soft 

version is much the same. It should be played with a minimum amount of bow, staying 

within the middle parts of the bow.  
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The straight quarter note section is fast and fleeting, and the articulation should be 

an off-the-string staccato. From m. 45 to the arrival in m.57, the length of each staccato 

note should grow with the crescendo, gradually getting more and more on the string. The 

staccato markings in mm. 18–20 are intended to continue throughout the excerpt.  

Dynamics: Most of the excerpt is within pp. Keep the bow usage to a minimum 

in order to stay soft. Remember that this is a dynamic marking for the entire cello section, 

so each individual cellist needs to play less than pp. Pace the long crescendo from mm. 

45–56 gradually using more bow. The ultimate arrival of ff in m. 57 should be joyous and 

explosive.  
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The Excerpt 

 

Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. IV: Presto, mm. 8–90.  

 

The following excerpt is made up of six individual shorter excerpts and I will 

present them individually and in succession as they appear in the part. Each sub-excerpt 

will be labelled as Excerpt 2.1, Excerpt 2.2 and so on. The purpose of this organizational 

decision is to provide clarity to the breakdown of the cello part as a piece of a larger 

movement.  
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Example 3. Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. IV: Presto, mm. 8–90. 

Beethoven 1865, 17. 
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The Recordings  

The starting measures tend to be in the previous tempo or at least in a different 

tempo from the rest of this excerpt. Conductors typically make a ritardando at the end 

even though that is not indicated by Beethoven. (Georg Solti and the Chicago Symphony 

did not do so at the end of the fifth recitative, but to me that sounded quite unnatural and 

odd.) John Eliot Gardiner and the Orchestre Romantique et Révolutionaire keep the most 

consistent tempo throughout the six sections of recitatives, while Seiji Ozawa with the 

Mito Chamber Orchestra and Bernard Haitink with the London Symphony Orchestra are 

also relatively consistent. In the recordings that are marked “varied,” the tempo fluctuated 

at such a drastic level that it is near impossible to even record a range. In these 

performances, long notes are generally held, slurred eighth-note phrases have rhythmic 

“push and pull,” repeated eighth notes at the end of the phrases slow down, and rests are 

typically cut short. In the third recitative, most recordings slow down into the Poco 

Adagio section, but Michael Tilson Thomas and the San Francisco Symphony slow to a 

pace that is beneath their tempo for the Adagio. 
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Table 3, Tempo Chart for Beethoven, Symphony No. 9. IV: Presto, mm. 8–90. 

Orchestra/Conductor 

Ave. 

Tempo 

1 

Ave. 

Tempo 

2 

Ave. 

Tempo 

3 

Ave. 

Tempo 

4 

Ave. 

Tempo 

5 

Ave. 

Tempo 

6 Year 

Chicago Symphony 

Orchestra/Georg Solti Varied 86–98 Varied 76–98 104–114 Varied 1987 

Radio-

Sinfonieorchester 

Stuttgart/Roger 

Norrington 160 158 142 132 132 Varied 2002 

Orchestre Romantique 

et Révolutionaire/John 

Eliot Gardiner 132+ 122 132 126 114–132 

118–

128 1994 

London Symphony 

Orchestra/Bernard 

Haitink 98 92 98 Varied 92 82 2005 

Leipzig Gewandhaus 

Orchestra/Herbert 

Blomstedt 100 110 100 94 108 98 2015 

Vienna 

Philharmonic/Bruno 

Walter 86 70–86 104 Varied Varied Varied 1955 

Vienna 

Philharmonic/Simon 

Rattle 140 98–112 130 Varied Varied Varied 2003 

The San Francisco 

Symphony 

Orchestra/Michael 

Tilson Thomas 78 76 88–102 76 78 84 2012 

Bayreuth Festival 

Chorus and 

Orchestra/Wilhelm 

Furtwangler 100+ 118+ 120+ 60 102+ 72 1951 

Mito Chamber 

Orchestra/Seiji Ozawa 76 78 80 74 82 80 2017 
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Excerpt 2. 1 

 

Beethoven’s indication of “Selon le caractère d’un Récitatif, mais in Tempo,” 

(“in the character of a recitative, but in tempo”) is not printed in the Breitkopf & Härtel 

edition of the cello part, but is in the score. This suggests a great deal of freedom in 

shaping the music. It also suggests that the general articulation should sound more spoken 

than sung.  

Although the recitatives appear infrequently in cello auditions, they show up 

regularly in bass auditions. Cellos and basses, acting together as a general bass section, 

must be unified in bowings, articulations, and direction of phrasing.  

As an interruption to the chaotic Schrecken Fanfare and offering a contrast of 

clarity and tonally unified sound, this excerpt is like a ray of sunshine breaking through 

the dark clouds. The first forte needs not only to be dramatically convincing but strong 

enough to cut through the thick wall of resonating sound generated by the rest of the 

orchestra.  

 

Example 4. Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. IV: Presto, mm. 8–16.  

 
 

Tempo: Beethoven’s metronome marking of dotted half = 96 is now commonly 

accepted to be a never-corrected engraver’s mistake. Beethoven most likely intended to 

write dotted half = 66 but even this “tempo is unworkably fast for the bass recitatives, 

which Beethoven insisted he wanted done in strict time. In strict time, a pulse of 66 for 
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the bar would turn the recitatives into waltzes” (Swafford 2014, 1044).  Other sources 

support the possibility of an even slower tempo: 

Some seventy years later, a singer from the chorus at the Ninth premiere 

told conductor Felix Weingartner, “Although Beethoven appeared to be 

reading along, he would continue to turn pages when the movement in 

question had already come to an end.” (Sachs 2010, 22)  

  

Swafford commented on Weingartner’s recollection: “if that was true of one or more of 

the movements, that means Beethoven was conducting through the music slower than the 

performance, much of which would also have been slower than his exaggeratedly fast 

metronome markings” (Swafford 2014, 1038).  

 A contrasting opinion is offered by Noorduin who included the fourth 

movement to the Ninth in his chart of the tempo of works by Beethoven when he 

discusses presto and prestissimo markings in triple time. Although his chart lists a 

pulse of 66, Noorduin argues that:  

Given the eighth note subdivisions of the last movement, bar = 66 is 

seemingly slow and is more aligned with Beethoven’s Allegro markings. 

And that bar = 96 would be more consistent with Beethoven’s tempo trend 

for presto movement, as seen in the third movement of String Quartet op. 

74 (bar = 100). (Noorduin 2010. 267) 

 

There are various explanations as to why Beethoven’s metronome markings 

sound brisk to modern ears. He may have placed his pendulum metronome on an uneven 

surface causing it to beat unevenly, or perhaps it was broken or malfunctioning. Another 

theory is that he read the number on a different location along the pendulum. However, it 

should be noted that there is no concrete evidence that Beethoven had a faulty 

metronome. An interesting idea offered by Professor Solow, which made sense to me, 

was that Beethoven was hard of hearing when he composed his late works, and one sings 
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tunes faster in one’s head than when singing out loud. This could also explain 

Beethoven’s recollected fast tempi that he gave to his student Carl Czerny.  

Roger Norrington’s recording with Stuttgart comes closest in observing what 

would have been Beethoven’s intended tempo of 66. 

Rounding out this discussion of Beethoven’s metronome markings, Rudolf 

Kolisch argues that:  

Beethoven’s tempo markings were deliberate and systematically ordered 

around the idea that music is character-based so that every musical decision, 

including tempo, functions in support of the character. The wrong tempo 

would in essence be a disservice to the musical language. (Kolisch 1993, 

95) 

 

Concerning the metronome marking written on the (now lost) manuscript of his 

song “Nord oder Sud,” Beethoven writes: “100 according to Mälzel but this can apply 

only to the first measures because feeling also has its tempo; this is, however, not 

completely expressed in this number (namely, 100)” (Jerold 2016, 180). 

Articulation: Given the performance indication of recitative, this excerpt should 

be played with the character of the spoken word. Play the notes bearing staccato marks 

(mm. 11 – 12) with the same amount of weight and length, no matter in which part of the 

bow they fall. Do not connect these staccato to the slurred notes that precede or follow 

them. They should not sound too short or completely legato.  

Character Contrast: A character contrast takes place in m. 14 on the long Bb 

diminuendo. Alter the speed and the width of the vibrato on the Bb:  the speed should 

start relatively fast, and the width should not be either too narrow or too wide. The bow 

speed should start fast and have a substantial amount of weight, but it should quickly 

slow down and lighten up as you get softer. When the bow speed decreases the vibrato 
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should also be less intense: relax the width a little without letting it sound lazy. Allow a 

natural breath during the octave displacement so that the landing is lightly articulated 

with both hands. Although the majority of the diminuendo happens on the long Bb, it 

should continue until the arrival of p in m. 16. One should also be careful not to accent 

the A in m. 15.  

Phrasing: In m. 8, the forte anacrusis A leads to the long E in m. 9, which should 

sound like an arrival. This is the same as in the baritone solo, “O Freunde,” where the 

main word is on the E. Similarly, the eighth notes in m. 10 act as embellishments leading 

into m. 11. 

Another important arrival point is the Bb in m. 14, the second longest note value 

in the passage, corresponding to where the baritone sings, “Not these (die-se) Tones!” 

 

Example 5. Beethoven, Baritone Entrance from Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. IV: 

Presto, mm. 216–21. Beethoven 1895, 8. 

 

 

Excerpt 2.2 

 

Example 6. Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. IV: Presto, mm. 24–29.

 
 

This second interruption from the lower strings immediately follows another 

Schrecken Fanfare. Although its highest note (Eb) is a semitone lower than in the 

previous one, the overall energy should remain the same. In my opinion, the tempo 
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should be consistent with the first excerpt, even though hardly any recordings maintained 

the same tempo. It is a common mistake in this movement to lose the sense of tempo 

between the recitative sections. To guard against this when practicing the excerpts, I 

suggest keeping the metronome going and playing the first two excerpts back-to-back for 

continuity. Although they are written in the style of a recitative and tempo can (and will) 

fluctuate, try to keep it in the ballpark of the first excerpt. 

 Phrasing: The phrasing should correspond to the musical contours. The first two 

notes in m. 4 should serve as a stand-alone interruption to the orchestra as long as the F# 

serves as an anacrusis to the A. The next three notes lead to the Eb, the highest note in 

this section.  Resist losing the tempo by holding the Eb too long, but stay on it for as long 

as possible without being late to the next Eb. (I suggest mentally subdividing it into 

eighth notes.) Follow the contour of the descending line, emphasizing the Bb suspension 

in m. 27, resolving to A. The last three notes of m. 27 lead into to m. 28. Although the 

parallel measure in the previous excerpt has a diminuendo, there is not one here. Stay 

forte until the very last note. 

Articulation: The overall articulation is détaché but with legato phrasing. The 

two slurs are bowings as well as articulations. Emphasize the first note of each slur, with 

the second note of the slur played less. On many recordings, the last five notes are played 

with greater detachment than the rest of the excerpt.  If one does this, the bow stroke 

should be heavier.  

 Dynamics: The dynamic should stay forte throughout the whole excerpt; 

however, there can be more than one level of forte. Because the phrase goes to the high 

Eb, a small directional crescendo can happen in m. 25 and as the tension of the Eb is held 
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over two measures, so should the dynamic level. In m. 27, we can apply a similar 

directional crescendo in the three pickup notes to m. 28. Because there is no diminuendo 

indicated at the end of this excerpt, one might want to pencil in a courtesy crescendo in 

parentheses as a reminder. Not allowing the last five notes to “deflate” will set up a more 

effective contrast with the tutti entrance of long chords taken from the first movement. 

 

Excerpt 2.3 

 

This excerpt is the lower strings’ third interruption of recalled material from the 

first movement. There are more performance indications this time and one should 

continue to pay attention to the articulations, tempo, phrasing, and dynamics, as in the 

previous sections. 

 

Example 7. Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. IV: Presto, mm. 38–47. 

 
 

Diminuendo: This diminuendo spans for four measures (mm. 44–47) with no 

ending dynamic, although one can assume it is p because that is what is marked at the 

start of the Vivace. While the repeated B♮s in m. 44 lead into the D in m. 45, that D 

foreshadows the ultimate arrival of the appoggiatura D in m. 47. During the simultaneous 

diminuendo and ritardando in m. 44, the bow strokes should become increasingly longer, 

making the notes smoothly transition from détaché to legato in m. 45.  
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The ritardando is a newly added performance indication, which Beethoven uses 

to transition to the Poco Adagio. Use the repeated B♮s to relax into a warmer and slower 

vibrato. 

The Poco Adagio contrasts with the previous section in dynamic, tempo, 

character, and articulation. These three measures are completely legato and should sing. 

Aim for warmth of vibrato. The phrasing of these three measures goes to the 

appoggiatura in m. 47. Although the diminuendo is continuous and does not end until the 

double bar, put a musical stress on the appoggiatura by using a slightly faster vibrato (not 

narrow or tight). A slight crescendo on the B♮ leading into the D will also help to make 

the phrase come across easily. Make sure this crescendo is not obvious enough for the 

panel to penalize you for playing something that is not written. 

Other Aspects: In m. 38 the two F#s are marked f, followed by a long Eb marked 

in ff. The interval between these two notes, a diminished seventh, is the furthest and most 

dissonant until now. Save volume for the ff to highlight the diminished seventh interval. 

Placing a slight breath mark between the two F#s will make the Eb more deliberate. Keep 

the intensity on the Eb with a generous and continuous vibrato, lasting all three and a half 

beats, and make a small crescendo towards the end of it.  
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Excerpt 2.4 

 

This fourth interruption comes after a short, cheerful recall of the third movement, 

played mostly by the woodwinds. 

 

Example 8. Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. IV: Presto, mm. 56–62.

 
 

 

 

Character Change: The first entrance should be proud, confident, and 

declamatory. Both notes should sound the same: equal dynamic level, bow length, and 

weight. This declamatory character in the key of F major continues for the next four 

measures until the diminuendo, where the character changes again.  

Dynamics: The forte is to sustain throughout until the last two measures. Both 

notes in m. 56 are equal in dynamics and hierarchy. While these five measures are 

marked with the same dynamic, there should be different levels of forte. The level of 

intensity drops towards the middle of m. 58 but builds up again in the long F that leads to 

the downbeat of m. 60. Aside from the opening two chords, the most intense moment is 

the appoggiatura in m. 61, which can be enhanced by a small crescendo in the measure 

before. There is no ending dynamic marked, but we can assume it is p because of the 

orchestra entrance that follows.  

Unlike the previous excerpt, the diminuendo in m. 61 is not accompanied by a 

ritardando. No one knows whether Beethoven intended it to remain strictly in tempo or if 

he assumed that the players would make a natural ritardando leading back into the recall 
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of Adagio cantabile from the third movement.  This measure can be done either way: 

staying strictly in tempo although lengthening the bow strokes while getting softer or  

slowing down to reach the tempo of the Adagio cantabile. While all of the recordings I 

sampled took the former approach, I suggest playing it the way that feels the most 

natural. I like to stretch the tempo a little bit but not enough to call undue attention to my 

doing so. 

 

Excerpt 2.5 

The recalls from the previous movements are getting shorter; only three measures 

from the third movement come before the lower strings’ fifth entrance. This is the first 

entrance marked p and it is the first recitative section that interacts with the rest of the 

orchestra.  

 

Example 9. Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. IV: Presto, mm. 65–75. 

 
 

Articulations: The articulation varies from legato to détaché. Measures 65–70 

are completely legato, and m. 71 is a transition measure that is half legato and half 

separated. The eighth notes in m. 72 are marked staccato, and one can assume that 

marking applies to the rest of the eighth notes until m. 74. The high F# in m. 74 should be 

played as if it had a tenuto, but still in tempo. The immediately following eighth notes are 

also staccato but increasingly longer as if they had a dash and a dot. The last two notes 
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should be played equally. In recordings or in performances they are often deliberately 

placed or taken in a slower tempo. My suggestion is to stay in tempo during the audition.  

Phrasing: The initial entrance (in minor mode) requires a different tone: the 

vibrato on the Bb that leads to the Cb in m. 67 should sound sinister, daunting, and 

threatening, consider using a fast and narrow vibrato to achieve this but keep in mind to 

not sound shrill or tight. This tension then decreases into the F in m. 68. Strictly observe 

the rests in m. 69. The phrase then goes to m. 72 where the B# is both an ending and a 

beginning. The string of eighth notes leads to the ff  F# in m. 74, but the goal is m. 75. In 

short, one should recognize that the phrasing is eight measures then four measures, with 

an elision in m. 73. 

 Dynamics: This excerpt allows a wide berth of dynamic possibilities with printed 

dynamics of piano to fortissimo. Add some hairpins to support the musical contours. 

Consider intensifying your vibrato as the opening leads to the Cb in m. 67. Add warmth 

in m. 66 and allow a small crescendo to help the direction of the Cb. Follow this with a 

diminuendo towards the F. Pace the crescendo in the middle of m. 71 and reach ff only in 

m. 74. This makes the long crescendo more meaningful. The last two ff measures should 

stay intense until the very last note. 

 

Excerpt 2.6 

 

In the four measures of orchestral tutti marked Allegro assai, the “Ode” theme is 

first hinted at by the woodwinds, and this excerpt is a true interruption, cutting off the 

theme. The excerpt actively interacts with the rest of the orchestra, which comments on 
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the cello’s declamation by playing short chords during the rests or long-held notes. The 

recitative previews the baritone solo, inviting more joyous sounds as shown in Ex. 10. 

 

Example 10. Beethoven, Baritone Solo from Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. IV: 

Presto, mm. 230–36. Beethoven 1895, 8. 

 
 

 

Example 11. Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. IV: Presto, mm. 81–90. 

 
 

 Rests: The quarter note rest in m. 81 is not silent; it is filled by the first orchestral 

chord bridging the lower strings’ recitative. The only true silence is the eighth note rest in 

m. 82. Do not shortchange these rests—stay in tempo.  

The phrase goes first to the D in m. 85, which should be held for as long as 

possible without being late, but is sustained to lead to the long G in m. 88. The dotted 

eighth and sixteenth pickup in m. 84 is often stretched in recordings, but I suggest 

keeping it very close to tempo in an audition. Because of the natural tendency to slightly 

prolong the D in m. 85, I would follow the natural gravitational pull of the descending 

scale as the notes wend their way down to the even longer G, by making a small 

acceleration. The Sforzando on this note is not a violent attack, but a cushioned emphasis 
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that is supported by the glorious horns. Approach the sforzando with a relaxed bow hand 

and add a small crescendo towards the end of the note. Conductors sometimes hold this G 

for an unbelievable amount of time (the baritone part has a fermata over the note), but it 

is best to stay relatively in tempo in an audition.  
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Suggested Fingerings and Bowings 

 

Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 in D Minor, Op. 125. II: Molto vivace, mm. 1–57 

(beginning to A). 

 

 

Example 12. Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. Mvt. II, annotated, 

beginning to m. 57. 
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Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. IV: Presto, mm. 8–90. 

 

Example 13. Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. Mvt. IV, annotated, mm. 

8–90.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

BRAHMS 

VARIATIONS ON A THEME BY HAYDN, OP 56A10  

 

 

Date of Composition: Summer of 1873, Tutzing, Bavaria   

Premiere Performance: 2 November 1873 

Orchestra: Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra 

Conductor: Johannes Brahms 

 

 

The Composer 

 

Hailed by Schumann as the rightful heir to Beethoven, Brahms “was intimidated 

by the pressure to write symphonies worthy of the standard Beethoven had established” 

(Howard 2021, 29). The success of the St. Anthony Chorale Variations convinced 

Brahms that “perhaps a real symphony was not as impossible as it had once seemed” 

(Howard 2021, 29). Three years after the premiere of the variations, Brahms completed 

his first symphony. “Although often viewed as the ultimate Romantic composer, Brahms 

was widely perceived by his contemporaries as hopelessly old-fashioned, looking back to 

old ideas rather than envisioning a bold new future” (Schwarm 2016, n.p.).  This work, 

the first important stand-alone set of variations (for orchestra), shows that he often looked 

back in time to look forward. 

 

The Work 

The theme itself is much the same as it appeared in the original woodwind octet 

(Divertimento No. 1 in Bb), a score shared with Brahms by his friend, the musicologist 

Carl Ferdinand Pohl, who believed it was by Haydn (Schwarm 2016, n.p.). The second 

 
10 Now called the St. Anthony Variations because its initial attribution to Haydn is incorrect. 
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movement’s theme was labeled, “Chorale St. Antoni,” and Brahms transformed the hymn 

tune into eight variations and a passacaglia-like finale.  

The two-piano version of the variations, his last large-scale piano work (Magnum 

2022, n.p.), was composed first but Brahms assigned it the later opus number of Op. 56b.  

“The composer and Clara Schuman unveiled it at a private gathering in Bonn, Germany, 

in August 1873” (Schwarm 2016, n.p.).  

 To date, it is unclear who wrote the St Anthony Chorale, or the divertimento; 

some inconclusive attributions have been made to Pleyel. “The label, “Chorale St. 

Antoni,” would also seem to imply that the melody was taken from a preexisting chorale, 

although it, too, has never been discovered” (Dotsey 2018, n.p.).  

The excerpt, Variation V, is fast and scherzo-like, “with string parts that are highlighted 

by bright woodwinds and unexpected accents” (Dotsey 2018, n.p.). From the first 

variation Brahms makes frequent use of contrasting duple verses triple rhythms, with the 

cellos playing triplets against the violins’ duples.   

 

The Excerpt 

 

Brahms: Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56a–Variation V: Vivace, mm 206–

63. 

 

Although not explicitly given, the tempo for this vivace variation should probably 

be considered to be dotted quarter = 132.11 The technical issues include articulation, 

tempo consistency, dynamics, quick switches between pizzicato and arco, coordination 

between the left and right hands, pulse modulation, and phrasing. 

 

 
11 It is on the faster end from the range of tempi I collected from recordings. However, a cellist must decide 

on the tempo that best demonstrates their overall performance of this excerpt. 
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Example 14. Johannes Brahms, Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56a. Variation V: 

Vivace, mm. 206–63. Brahms 1927, 3. 
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The Recordings 

 

In the ten recordings I sampled for this excerpt, the tempo indication of vivace 

varied from dotted quarter = 128–132. Most conductors take it at around dotted quarter = 

132, with others about two clicks faster or slower than the average.  

Wilhelm Furtwängler and the Vienna Philharmonic fluctuate between 128–142; 

the beginning of every section is the fastest but then the tempo generally lags until the 

new section where it picks up again. Wolfgang Sawallisch with the London Philharmonic 

Orchestra stays quite solidly at dotted quarter = 138, however his tempo does fluctuate a 

bit as different voices enter or the syncopations in mm. 220–21 push the tempo (all the 

way up to 144!). Daniel Barenboim with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and Zubin 

Mehta with the New York Philharmonic are both below 130 and they also gently push the 

same syncopated section. Although Barenboim clearly articulates the accents and 

dynamics, Christoph Eschenbach with the Houston Symphony achieve the same clarity of 

dynamics at a tempo of 134.  

The steadiest syncopated section is maintained by the Pittsburgh Symphony under 

Marek Janowski, recorded live in 1997. The entrance of a single-stringed instrument 

upsets the steadiness of the orchestra for a good two measures, but overall, this recording 

has the smallest tempo fluctuation, dotted quarter = 128–132. Instead of slowing down at 

the end of the first section, Claudio Abbado with the Berlin Philharmonic push the tempo 

slightly, obviating the need to pick up the tempo at the second half. They keep a 

relatively steady 130 although the very last string pizzicato chord is placed very 

deliberately. 
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Table 4. Tempo Chart for Brahms, Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56a. Variation 

V: Vivace, mm. 206–63. 

 

 

 

*recorded live 

** release date 

 

 

Tempo consistency is the most important aspect of this variation since the running 

eighth notes are consistent throughout. When the rhythm stops in the cello section, it is 

continued by other instruments and the cellos must smoothly jump back into the flow of 

the eighths without creating any bumps or interruptions. Short slurs, rests, articulation 

changes, hemiolas, dynamics and accents, and alternations between arco and pizzicato 

can all affect the steadiness of the tempo. To practice keeping the tempo steady, I 

continue to mentally subdivide into eighth notes during rests and longer notes.  

Orchestra/Conductor Average Tempo Year 

Chicago Symphony 

Orchestra/Daniel Barenboim 122 1994 

Houston Symphony 

Orchestra/Christoph Eschenbach 134 1992 

Vienna Philharmonic/Wilhelm 

Furtwängler 138 1952* 

Pittsburgh Symphony 

Orchestra/Marek Janowski 130 1997 

Berlin Philahrmonic/Claudio 

Abbado 132 1990 

The Cleveland 

Orchestra/George Szell 132 1964* 

The Cleveland 

Orchestra/Vladimir Ashkenazy 132 1991 

New York Philharmonic/Zubin 

Mehta 124 1984** 

London Philharmonic 

Orchestra/Wolfgang Sawallisch 138 1999 

The Philadelphia 

Orchestra/Riccardo Muti 132 1989 
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Rests in the cello part (e.g.  G—H) can cause one to lose the sense of tempo and 

either drag or rush. Starting from m. 219 there is no clear sense of a downbeat or pulse 

for one and half measures. and the rhythm also changes from duple to triple. This is one 

of the biggest traps for tempo fluctuation. (The orchestration here does not make it easier: 

the unison strings play the syncopated version of the variation, while the woodwinds play 

the on-the-beat version. The cross rhythms make these two measures very challenging. 

The common tendency is to rush from m. 220 until the next clear downbeat. Mm. 224–25 

present another pitfall for tempo consistency. The lack of downbeat creates an 

unbalanced feeling, which is heightened by the woodwinds’ eighth notes in duple 

groupings. 

Changes between arco and pizzicato can cause issues with tempo.  It is important 

to be mentally prepared for such changes beforehand. The trickiest of the transitions is in 

m. 238 where it must happen in one eighth note.  I suggest playing the last arco note Bb 

up bow although one must be careful not to give it an accent while still allowing it to be 

heard. The other solution is to play the Bb down bow and make it as short and unaccented 

as possible. Bowing preferences differ from player to player, and one should choose what 

is most comfortable. 

  The lack of downbeats in mm. 256–62 is longer than the similar passage that 

occurs earlier and therefore can be more problematic. Like before, I suggest counting in 

continuous eighth notes. Throughout this variation, keep the flow of the eighth notes 

constantly in your head, subdividing through all the rests and any note values that are 

longer than an eighth.  
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Dynamics: The overall dynamic scheme of this variation is p/pp interspersed with 

sfs and short f sections for added excitement. The crescendos and diminuendos are in the 

form of hairpins that are mostly contained within a single measure. The tendency to rush 

in crescendos must be guarded against, especially in m. 220 where the crescendo coupled 

with syncopation makes rushing extremely likely. Diminuendos are less likely to affect 

the tempo but it is good to remember that the tendency is to lose momentum.  

 Markings such as pp leggiero, pp sempre, and p should be differentiated. Leggiero, 

meaning light, is more of a character description than a dynamic marking.  After the initial 

sf, the p cannot be too soft because one must save room for pp in m. 212. The same is true 

in m. 230 and m. 250. One can see from examining the two-piano version that the pp in m. 

257 is a courtesy dynamic and not a change that should be brought out, illustrated below. 

 

Example 15. Brahms, Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56b (2-piano version). 

Variation V: Vivace, mm. 255–59. Brahms 1873, 18. 
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Articulations: The predominant articulation is an off-the-string staccato or 

spiccato, and it runs throughout the excerpt. It is important to establish an even and 

consistent staccato that has the same note lengths. The two-note slurs that Brahms 

intersperses throughout the variation are a main cause of difficulty: should one follow them 

by two off-the-string up-bows or continue to bow the separate eighth notes as they come? 

Either course of action has its supporters, two slurred eighths followed by a single separate 

eighth is an articulation that must also be practiced carefully and mastered, as the single 

note should be off the string. 

The successive pairs of slurred notes in m. 220 should not rush, and they should 

not be played completely legato; the second note of each slur should be slightly 

shortened, but do not play them as sixteenths! This will cause rushing.  

The slurs-over-dots in mm. 228–29 and 247–48 are articulations, not bowings. In 

the two-piano version, these measures are legato (see next page). While Brahms seems to 

be asking for a brushier stroke (the equivalent of the pianos’ legato) in the recordings I 

listened to, the tempo is so fast that the strings ignore this marking. 
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Example 16. Brahms, Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56b. Var. V, mm. 246–49. 

Brahms 1873, 17.

 
 

Whenever the articulation switches from arco to pizzicato and vice versa, the 

tempo is likely to fluctuate. Isolating these measures and practicing the transition will 

help smooth the change in articulations.   

The final pizzicato chord marked with a staccato dot can be plucked using three 

fingers or quickly strummed from above using the second finger. I prefer plucking all 

three notes together, but using the second finger allows one to continue holding the bow 

in “playing position.” The pressure of the left hand should be immediately released, 

which makes the chord short. 

Coordination: In this excerpt it can be affected by the choice of fingerings.  For 

example, in mm. 254–55 it is possible to shift with the pulse, changing to the fourth 

finger at the start of every grouping. For some players, however, choosing a fingering 

that minimizes shifts is a better choice: one can shift to 4 on the second eighth note of 

each measure, thus reducing the number of shifts from four to two. In such a fast excerpt, 

it is usually preferable to shift positions instead of staying in one position and changing 
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strings. This is especially true when one would have to jump over a string with the bow 

(mm. 251–52). 

I find it helpful to practice the whole variation slowly, including all the slurs, 

dynamics and accents, but with on-the-string detaché. All shifts should be on the old bow 

and slightly audible, thus making sure that the left-hand moves a hair before the right hand. 

This helps avoid synchronization problems when playing the variation up to tempo. 

Pulse Modulation: Most of the variation is clearly written in two groups of three 

(dotted quarter note interspersed with measures intended to be felt in three groups of 

two). In these bars, he writes all six notes under a single beam except where the pitches 

would make that awkward (e.g. mm. 233, 252 and 253). He is not one hundred percent 

consistent, however, as m. 229 is also intended to be felt in three. Whether in two or 

three, however, make sure to keep the subdivisions of eighths running in your head.  

Phrasing: Knowing when the cello part is melodic or accompaniment helps to fit 

into the orchestral texture. Phrasing should always be aligned with and supportive of the 

melody if the cello part serves as an accompaniment. 

Practice Methods: It is crucial to practice this variation with a metronome. If the 

goal tempo is dotted quarter = 132, the starting practice tempo should probably be around 

dotted quarter = 80. I recommend building the metronome use in layers: 

1. Remove all dynamic markings but play all the slurs and focus purely on 

keeping time.  

2. Add phrasing—add the natural contour and direction to the line.   

3. Add the dynamic markings  
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Now you can use the metronome in sort of a game. When dotted quarter = 80 

feels comfortable and slightly slow, set the metronome to click on every other measure 

(essentially dotted quarter = 40) and repeat the steps above. This will reveal any 

tendencies to rush or to slow down. Keep practicing until you can stay perfectly in tempo. 

The game can then be expanded to have the metronome click on every three, four, or 

eight measures.  To play this game properly, at each stage you should be clear where you 

expect the click to occur, and see if you were correct (a win!). After you are happy with 

the outcome, slowly increase the tempo all the way up to dotted quarter = 132, or 

whatever tempo you desire.  

 You can add another level of difficulty to the game by shifting the click to the 

offbeat (counting in two), bearing in mind that you may have to go back to a slower 

practice tempo. Yet another layer of challenge can be created by coordinating the click to 

other eighth notes within the bar. Do this for every measure and slowly work your way 

up to every two, four, and eight measures. (N.B. Only try these challenges after you have 

thoroughly mastered the previous exercises.) 

 It can also be useful to set the metronome to click on every eighth note. The goal 

here is to be perfectly together with the metronome and still play with as much shape and 

phrasing as the inflexible beat allows.  

 I also recommend isolating the difficult sections, identifying the technical issues, 

and practicing them as needed, perhaps using the “metronome games” described above. 

My tendency is to rush between G–H and mm. 256–end, so I usually start with these two 

sections when I am not tired, and my head is clear. It is important to practice transitional 

sections, as well. For example, I would master going between pizzicato and arco and vice 
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versa, because my tendency is to rush whenever there is an articulation change. Be 

careful that you don’t accelerate just because you are making a crescendo. In general, do 

as much as you can with the phrasing, lines, and shape without altering the tempo. 

Throughout the painstaking metronome practice sessions, it is important to be patient 

with yourself. “It is important to practice slowly, not just slower” (Solow 2022, n.p.).  
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Suggested Fingerings and Bowings 

 

Brahms: Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56a–Variation V: Vivace, mm. 206–

63. 

 

Example 17. Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56a. Variation V, annotated, mm. 

206–63.
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CHAPTER 4 

 

MAHLER 

SYMPHONY NO. 2 IN C MINOR, “RESURRECTION” 

  

 

Date Begun: 1888 

Date of Completion: June 1894 

Premiere Performance: Movements 1–3 on 4 March 1895. Complete Symphony on 13 

December 1895 

Orchestra: Berlin Philharmonic 

Conductor: Gustav Mahler 

 

 

 

The Composer 

 

After Mahler’s arrival in Budapest in 1889, he was made to feel welcome in the 

city due “not only to the reputation that had preceded him from Kassel, Prague, and 

Leipzig but also to the desperate state of the Budapest Opera, home to the Hungarian 

State Opera now” (Fischer and Spencer 2011, 3). During his first season there his father 

died after a long illness and “shortly after the start of his second season his mother also 

passed away” (Fischer and Spencer 2011, 12). He also lost his sister Leopoldine in 

Vienna just two weeks before his mother died, leaving him with little time to grieve or 

return to Iglau to take care of necessary arrangements. Also “It was in Budapest that 

Mahler’s lifelong medical problems began, starting with a recurrent problem with 

hemorrhoids” (Fischer and Spencer 2011, 12). It comes as no surprise, then, that Mahler 

began to contemplate life, and life after death. It is also not surprising that these tragedies 

took their toll on Mahler’s compositional output: “the time he spent in Budapest was the 

most unproductive of his entire life” (Fischer and Spencer 2011, 13). 
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The Work 

 “In Mahler’s mind, there was an extraordinarily close link between his first and 

second symphonies, at least as far as the opening movement of the later work was 

concerned” (Nadel 2012, n.p.). Titled “Resurrection,” it is a symphony of life, death, and 

rebirth. “It represented, he said, the funeral of the hero of his First Symphony, whose 

death presented those superheated existential questions” (Henken 2022, n.p.). The first 

movement of the symphony was completed in Prague, just before Mahler’s time in 

Budapest. Mahler, in a private letter presented his personal program notes for the first 

movement, originally Totenfeier or ‘Funeral Rites’.  

Movement I 

We stand by the coffin of a person well loved. His whole life, his struggles, 

his passions, his sufferings and his accomplishments on earth once more for 

the last time pass before us. And now, in this solemn and deeply stirring 

moment, when the confusions and distractions of everyday life are lifted 

like a hood from our eyes, a voice of awe-inspiring solemnity chills our 

heart—a voice that, blinded by the mirage of everyday life, we usually 

ignore: "What next? What is life and what is death? Why did you live? Why 

did you suffer? Is it all nothing but a huge, frightful joke? Will we live on 

eternally? Do our life and death have a meaning?" We must answer these 

questions in some way if we are to go on living—indeed, if we are to go on 

dying! He into whose life this call has once sounded must give an answer. 

And this answer I give in the final movement.” (Freed 2004, n.p.) 

 

These program notes were redacted by the composer some time after 1900.  
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The Excerpt 

Mahler: Symphony No. 2 in C minor. I: Allegro maestoso, mm. 1–26 (beginning to 2 

after 1). 

 

The first movement is marked Allegro maestoso, fast and majestic—more of a 

character definition than a tempo indication. Mahler’s additional direction, Mit durchaus 

ernstem und feierlichem Austruck (With serious and solemn expression throughout), adds 

another layer of character (Orchestra Library 2022). The symphony opens with accented 

upper strings, which then sustain a soft tremolo on octave Gs with no semblance of time, 

meter, or tonality due to the open interval. After what seems to be an eternity but is 

actually only moments, comes the entrances of the lower strings, a series of growling 

grunts. The sense of timelessness created by the tremolos and lower strings’ 

commentaries finally comes to an end in m. 6, when the tempo is at last established. 

Although the grumbling sixteenth-note figures are initially just interruptions, they 

continue, to become the first theme.  

This excerpt begins with the very first cello entrance that interrupts the 

atmospheric tremolos. The main challenges include dynamics, style, rhythmic clarity, and 

articulation, and the lower strings' opening is challenging for the cellos and basses to play 

together. 
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Example 18. Gustav Mahler, Symphony No. 2 in C Minor, “Resurrection.” I: Allegro 

maestoso, mm. 1–26. Mahler 1910. 1. 
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The Recordings 

 

 

Out of the ten recordings I sampled for the first movement, the tempo ranges from 

quarter = 60–90. The most common treatment of tempo in these recordings is for the 

opening five measures to be in one tempo and the anacrusis at m. 6 to be in another, 

usually slower, tempo. Zubin Mehta and the Israel Philharmonic do not follow this game 

plan, however. Their opening tempo is on the brisk side and there is no apparent tempo 

change between the first five measures and the a tempo at m. 6. In my estimation, Mehta 

does not wait long enough during the rests in mm. 1 and 3 and there is no apparent 

accelerando in measure 4. I also noticed that the sixteenth-note anacrusis into the a tempo 

is played almost at an eighth note value.  

 Most recordings slightly stretch the first note of the accelerando in m. 4, as if it 

had a tenuto marking. Three recordings that did not are Leonard Bernstein with the New 

York Philharmonic, Michael Tilson Thomas with the San Francisco Symphony, and 

Georg Solti and the Chicago Symphony. Three recordings slow down after the 

accelerando, placing the G–C eighth/sixteenth-note combination with deliberation: 

Bernstein with the New York Philharmonic, Tilson Thomas with the San Francisco 

Symphony, and Simon Rattle with the Berlin Philharmonic. Unlike the other recordings, 

Christoph Eschenbach with the Philadelphia Orchestra starts the accelerando slower than 

the opening measures. He also minimizes the accelerando, perhaps because his base 

tempo is already somewhat fast.  
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The trend among most of the recordings is to slow down into the woodwind 

entrance in m. 18, although Valery Gergiev and the Munich Philharmonic sped up to 

nearly quarter = 80. Mehta and the Israel Philharmonic lost some tempo here but then 

very quickly picked it back up.  

 

Table 5. Tempo Chart for Mahler, Symphony No. 2.  I: Allegro maestoso, mm. 1–26. 

Orchestra/Conductor 

Average 

Tempo Year 

Philharmonia Orchestra/Lorin 

Maazel 74 2013 

San Francisco 

Symphony/Michael Tilson 

Thomas 72 2004 

Royal Concertgebouw 

Orchestra/Mariss Jansons 74 2010 

New York 

Philharmonic/Leonard 

Bernstein 60 1987 

Chicago Symphony 

Orchestra/Georg Solti 78 1981 

Boston Symphony 

Orchestra/Seiji Ozawa 72 1986 

Berlin Philharmonic/Simon 

Rattle  69 2010 

Israel Philharmonic/Zebin 

Mehta 90 1994 

Munich Philharmonic/Valery 

Gergiev 76 2015 

The Philadelphia 

Orchestra/Christoph 

Eschenbach 78 2009 
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Tempo: The rhetorical angry grunts in the first five measures allow the tempo to 

conform to the phrasing and contour of the music. The ascending scale in m. 4, should 

accelerate to the sf C.  Starting with the anacrusis to m. 6 where Mahler indicates a 

tempo, the rest of the excerpt should be strictly and relentlessly in tempo and one must 

maintain it throughout all the rhythmic changes and count all the rests.  

Dynamics: In symphonic music written since Beethoven it is increasingly 

common to find louder dynamics that go up to fff and softer ones that go down to ppp. 

Such is the case—and then some—with Mahler.  

Mahler’s loud dynamics range from mf to fff, so cellists have to be able to 

command all four levels The starting five notes are arguably the loudest because of his 

indication of wild. One has to convey the wild and violent character of the opening but 

without any extraneous string slapping noises. Be bold and percussive! Go for the 

character and forsake the natural beauty of the instrument. It is important to observe that 

the second entrance, while still loud, is one dynamic level down. Overall, the first two 

lines are a gradual diminuendo, but the intensity and character should remain.  

One must also differentiate all the soft levels from p to ppp. For example, one has 

to drop to a really soft ppp in m. 18, in order to make room for the rise to pp in the 

following measure. The first p in m. 12 is a subito dynamic. I suggest putting a courtesy p 

at the end of line 3 to remind you that the subito p is coming. To practice subito 

diminishing dynamics within a single phrase, I find it helpful to add rests, usually a 

quarter note of silence, before the dynamic change. This enables me to train my mind and 

body for the drop in dynamic.  Then I gradually shorten the rest from a quarter to an 

eighth and so forth until there is no perceptible gap between the two dynamics. The mf 
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dynamic in m. 8 is also a subito marking. The crescendo from mf to ff in mm. 9–10 

should be the most explosive and drastic. It is helpful to be aware that the arrival of the ff 

on the G in m. 11 is reinforced by the woodwinds.  While there is no specific ending 

dynamic for the diminuendos in mm. 10, 11, and 26, given that the previous dynamic 

before the crescendo is mf, we can aim to drop to the same mf in two notes. These notes 

are all phrase endings so the diminuendos serve to reinforce that function. The important 

thing is not to crescendo at the end of these phrases. The longer diminuendos in mm. 16 

and 17 need to be gradual and even. 

The fp at 1 occurs after six measures of pp. It is not only a dynamic indication but 

a dramatic gesture that should come as a shock and disappear as quickly as it arrived.  

 Rhythmic Clarity: Notice the four different combinations of rhythms in this 

excerpt: sixteenth notes (Example 19A), triplets (Example 19B), two eighth notes 

(Example 19C), and an eighth note followed by a sixteenth rest and sixteenth note 

(Example 19D).  

 

Example 19. The four rhythmic patterns from Symphony No. 2 in C Minor, 

“Resurrection.”   

 
 

The challenge in m. 6 is to keep the rhythmic gesture from sounding too triplety. 

Notice, and clearly differentiate, where pickup notes are a sixteenth or an eighth. Hold 

the quarter notes with tenuto markings in mm. 6 and 21 to their full value. The challenge 

with all the rhythmic combinations is to play them precisely while keeping a steady 
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tempo. When switching from one combination to another (e.g., from Example B to D as 

in mm. 7, 10, 11, and 22), a common pitfall is to play the sixteenth note (Example D) 

earlier than it should be. I suggest subdividing the eighth note into sixteenths at the 

switch. 

Practicing for Rhythmic Clarity: To ensure a smooth transition between 

Example B to D, set your metronome at a comfortable tempo and play straight sixteenths 

until everything is even and consistent. Repeat this exercise for triplets. Once you are 

comfortable with both versions, switch back and forth between the two rhythmic 

combinations. I recommend alternating between four measures of sixteenths and four 

measures of triplets. Repeat this until both rhythmic groupings are steady and the 

transition between them is also steady. Shorten the number of measures to 3, 2, and 1. 

When you are confident, play the rhythms as printed, alternating on every other beat.  

Then increase the metronome setting incrementally from your practice tempo until you 

reach your performance tempo, whatever you want that to be.  

Articulation: There are two main types of accents in this excerpt with everything 

else in-between. The first note is marked with both a sf and a ^, as it is also fff, we can 

safely conclude that Mahler truly wants it to be as loud and explosive as possible. The 

following gesture in m. 4, marked ff, is slightly softer but the intensity should remain. 

The sf and ^ show that the Eb in m. 4 needs to have the same articulation but slightly 

less loud.  

 Mahler’s indication of immer wuchtig in m. 8 means “always weighty.” The 

staccato markings therefore do not mean light, (unlike like Mendelssohn’s Scherzo from 

A Midsummer Night’s Dream or the second movement of Beethoven’s Ninth!); they 
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should bite the string crisply and cut off abruptly as if they had both a dot and a dash. 

Although the triplets in mm. 12 and 13 do not have staccato dots, one can reasonably 

assume that they should be played as if they did.  

 Measures 2 and 4 should be played completely on the string and as into-the-string 

as possible. I think the sixteenth notes in m. 14 should start off the string, gradually 

getting onto the string with the crescendo. Measure15 should be the reverse of this—on 

the string first, then come off the string with the diminuendo.  

The slurred sixteenth notes in mm. 23 and 24 should be as legato as possible to 

highlight the contrast with the short, articulated B and D patterns that follow. The final 

eighth note of the slur in these two measures should be cut off crisply. Because of the fp 

in m. 25, the bow needs to quickly bite the string within the slur, which may cause a 

slight separation before the G, but try not to stop the bow before the note.  

Character: The character of the larger portion of the excerpt (mm. 6–27) is 

determined and relentless. Mahler’s triplets should not be played in a Mozartian or 

Haydnesque style: they are incessantly dark, strictly in tempo, and should feel very much 

at odds with the dotted rhythms in the rest of the excerpt. 
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Suggested Fingerings and Bowings 

 

Mahler: Symphony No. 2 in C minor. I: Allegro maestoso, mm. 1–26 (beginning to 2 

after 1). 

 

Example 20. Mahler, Symphony No. 2 in C Minor, “Resurrection.” Mvt. I, annotated, 

mm. 1–26.  
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CHAPTER 5 

 

SHOSTAKOVICH  

SYMPHONY NO. 5 IN D MINOR, OP. 47 

 

 

Date of Composition: November 1937 

Premiere: Philharmonic Hall, Leningrad, November 21, 1937 

Orchestra: Leningrad Philharmonic Orchestra 

Conductor: Yevgeni Mravinsky 

 

 

The Composer 

 

“Shostakovich returned to Moscow for 24 hours before proceeding to 

Archangelsk with cellist Victor Kubatsky and the Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra for a concert 

tour on January 26, 1936” (Wilson 2006, 122). That evening he was ordered to attend the 

new production of Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District at the Bolshoi Theatre. Several 

members of the Politbureau, including Stalin, also attended the performance. “Tenor 

Serghei Radamsky sat in the same box as Shostakovich recalling two more members 

occupying the same steel armored government box: Zhdanov and Mikoyan” (Wilson 

2006, 128).  On January 28, 1936, just two days after Stalin attended the performance and 

a month after the premiere of Lady Macbeth at the Bolshoi, the composer read about his 

own opera in a crushing, crudely vicious Pravda article entitled “Muddle Instead of 

Music” (Hurwitz 2006, 4). This was a totally unexpected shock to the composer since the 

1934 première had been a huge success. For the next forty years Dmitri Shostakovich 

found it necessary to adapt a public musical persona to conform to Soviet expectations. 
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The Work 

 Shostakovich’s response to the harsh criticism in the Pravda article did not appear 

until two years later and it took the form of his Fifth Symphony. “Before the symphony 

was allowed to be performed publicly, it was heard by the Party in Leningrad” (Hurwitz 

2006, 7). Mstislav Rostropovich’s wife, soprano Galina Vishnevskaya, tells how 

screening took place: “a few dozen nincompoops got together to judge a genius: to make 

objections, to lecture him, and in general to teach him how to write music” (Hurwitz 

2006, 7). Vishnevskaya continues, “He tried to deceive them in the most rudimentary 

way and succeeded! He described his music to the Party as joyous and optimistic—and 

the entire pack dashed off, satisfied” (Hurwitz 2006, 7). “The real victory here was 

Shostakovich’s” (Hurwitz 2006, 34).  

The excerpt to be studied comes from the recapitulation of the first movement, 

marked Moderato. Its canonic theme has a jagged rhythm with two initial rising notes 

followed by two falling notes. 

 

The Excerpt 

 

Shostakovich: Symphony No. 5 in D minor, Op. 47. I: Moderato–Allegro non troppo, 

mm. 217–53 (32 to 3 after 38). 

 

 There are two main challenges between 32 and 36: intonation and rhythmic 

accuracy. Other elements to consider are articulation, musical character, and the 

previously mentioned transition into the Largamente at 36. The score by Edition 

Eulenburg has a metronome marking of quarter = 138 at 32 (Eulenburg 1966, 46); 

however, I suggest that cellists practice this section much slower to refine both tuning 

and articulation. 
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Example 21. Shostakovich, Symphony No. 5 in D minor, Op. 47. I: Moderato–Allegro 

non troppo, mm. 217–53. Shostakovich 2022, 127.
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Shostakovich, Symphony No. 5 in D minor, Op. 47. I: Moderato–Allegro non troppo, 

mm. 217–53. Shostakovich 2022, 127 (continued).  
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The Recordings 

 

The recording by Mstilav Rostropovich with the National Symphony Orchestra 

has a tempo range of quarter note = 128–134 before rehearsal 36, and quarter note = 

108–112 after; out of the ten recordings I sampled, this one maintained the steadiest 

tempo. Within this tempo range, Rostropovich was still able to achieve an intensity of 

character and delivered a compelling performance. I personally recommend this 

recording to cellists who may be encountering the excerpt—or the symphony—for the 

first time.  

Andre Previn with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra makes the smoothest 

transition from the turbulent canonic section 32 to the Largamente at 36; the old quarter 

note almost exactly equals the new eighth note. Most conductors take the ritenuto more 

slowly than the Largamente, and use the pickup sixteenth note into 36 to define the new 

tempo. Examples of this type of transition can be heard on the recordings by Andris 

Nelsons with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Michael Tilson Thomas with the San 

Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Bernard Haitink with the Royal Concertgebouw, 

Manfred Honeck with the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, and Wolfgang Sawallisch 

with the Philadelphia Orchestra.  

Valery Gergiev and the Mariinsky Orchestra’s interpretation of the excerpt is the 

most drastic and daringly fast. (The strings and the brass chorale often did not agree on 

the same tempo!) 
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The final eighth-note three measures after 38 can be interpreted in two different 

ways. One can play the eighth note in the new tempo—as does Nelsons with the Boston 

Symphony Orchestra, Haitink with the Royal Concertgebouw, Gergiev with the 

Mariinsky Orchestra, and Previn with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra—or one can 

remain in the slower tempo including that note, as do all of the other recordings that I 

sampled.  

 

Table 6. Tempo Chart for Shostakovich, Symphony No. 5. I: Moderato–Allegro non 

troppo, mm. 217–53. 

Orchestra/Conductor 

Tempo 

Before 36 

Tempo After 36   

(1/8 beat) Year 

Boston Symphony 

Orchestra/Andris Nelsons 144 96 2015 

Mariinsky Orchestra/Valery 

Gergiev 158+ 116 2012 

San Francisco Symphony 

/Michael Tilson Thomas 148 84 2007 

Royal Concertgebouw 

/Bernard Haitink 132 98 1981 

National Symphony 

Orchestra/Mstilav 

Rostropovich 130 110 1994 

Vienna Philharmonic/Mariss 

Jansons 132 98 1997 

Seattle Symphony 

Orchestra/Gerard Schwarz 154 102 2004 

The Pittsburgh Symphony 

Orchestra/Manfred Honeck 144 116 2013 

Chicago Symphony 

Orchestra/Andre Previn 138 84 1977 

The Philadelphia 

Orchestra/Wolfgang 

Sawallisch 128 120 2000 
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 Intonation: The main point that audition committees want to assess with this 

excerpt is intonation. I suggest practicing 32 until 38 as follows:  

 

1. Remove all the written rhythms and play just the pitches. First play the pickup 

and the following note as double-stops wherever they can be stacked (see 

Example 22), then play them separately as they are written (see Example 23 

on the following page).  The F that cannot be stacked should still be tuned 

with the note that comes before. This exercise can be done until three 

measures after rehearsal number 35.  

 

Example 22. Practice guide (double-stops) for Shostakovich, Symphony No. 5, Op. 47, 

mvt. I, mm. 217–36. 

 
2. After 35 the notes cannot be stacked because they are played on the same 

string. One can alternate between them slowly (thumb-3 or 1-3), listening for 

intonation and training muscle memory.  

3. Instead of playing the printed rhythm, drill the pitch by simply playing 

straight eighth notes. Because there is less time to prepare for the second note, 

the left hand must be in position for the entire excerpt.  
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Example 23. Practice guide (eighth notes) for Shostakovich, Symphony No. 5, Op. 47, 

mvt. I, mm. 217–36. 

 
 

Time: The biggest trap in the first half of the excerpt is to lose momentum. This 

is easy to do because of the long notes, and it diminishes the dramatic character. In 

addition to practising with a metronome, I also recommend mentally subdividing into 

eighth notes.  

Ritenuto: The marking “riten.” appears two measures before rehearsal number 

36. Ritardando and rallentando always mean gradually slowing down. Ritenuto, “held 

back,” can mean either immediately slower or gradually slowing, the same as with 

ritardando and rallentando. I think Shostakovich means gradually slowing down and he 

used “ritenuto” because he is increasing the intensity instead of diminishing it as 

rallentando or ritardando usually imply. I think it is ideal if the transition slows gradually 

into the new tempo as Previn and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra do, aiming for the 

old quarter note to become almost the new eighth note. 

The Largamente is marked quarter = 66 (Eulenburg 1966, 52), more than twice as 

slow as the previous section. Familiarizing yourself with the tempo relations and gauging 

the difference helps you to know how much to slow down and when to stop slowing 

down. To practice the transition between the two tempos, set the metronome at the 

Largamente tempo and practice the first couple of measures. Then go back to the 

previous faster section and practice a couple of measures. After a couple of back-and-
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forth between the two sections, set the metronome to quarter = 56 and see if you arrive at 

that tempo.  

Molto Ritenuto: This marking appears in the last six quarter notes of the excerpt. 

As in the ritenuto section before, these six beats should gradually get slower, and they 

should be bowed with increasingly longer strokes and more weight. Although there is no 

indication of how slow the last six beats should become, bear in mind that theoretically, 

the low accented eighth note A is in the new tempo, which I play at eighth = 116, 

although most conductors treat it as the last note in the old tempo. To practice 

maintaining rhythmic accuracy during these six beats, practice subdividing all the longer 

notes into sixteenths.  

Articulation:  From 32 to three measures before 36, the pickup sixteenth notes 

should be very clearly articulated. The staccato marking on the sixteenth notes under the 

slur refers to the execution of the hooked bowing; they are rearticulated but not short. 

There should be a short silence before each sixteenth note but not after, and each one 

should smoothly attach to the note that follows. This applies throughout the ritenuto, but 

the sixteenths should be elongated proportionately.  

At the Largamente, the overall articulation is detaché legato: the accented notes 

should speak cleanly and crisply, and the melodic thirty-second notes should be played 

legato. The four accented sixteenths on the fourth beat of the measure after 36 should be 

played as if they had staccato dots under tenuto dashes—articulated, heavy and detached, 

but not short.  
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Two measures before 37, put a small space before the high Bb to avoid a 

glissando.  This also allows you to lift the bow off the string for a fraction of a second 

and land with a natural accent on the Bb.  

The tremolo C before 37 is unmeasured and should be slightly softer than the 

previous fff. Hold it for its full value, subdividing into eighth notes if needed.  

Two bars before 38, make a small break before the A on the fourth beat, both to 

avoid a slide between the two notes and to emphasize the new gesture that starts on the A. 

Starting from one measure before 38, the second note in each slurred pair should be less 

than the accented note; the character should stay the same until the molto ritenuto where 

the slurs stop and the separate notes get proportionately heavier and longer. The music 

should sound labored, but it should not feel labored.  

The final potential pitfall in the molto ritenuto section is to play the last two 

sixteenth notes (Bb and C, two beats before the a tempo) too short. Because the tempo is 

slower, these two sixteenth notes should be long, intense, on the string and into the string. 

Although marked only with accents, they should be played as if they had tenuto markings 

under the accents. At 36 the cello section finally joins the upper strings in octave unisons, 

and all of the articulations (including short breaths) need to be unified across the entire 

string section. The cellos should defer to the concertmaster. One should practice pacing 

the growth of the intensity and dynamics; the goal is to play very strongly without 

sounding shrill. 

Character: “This “tragically tense” music must be played with an intense but 

restrained sensitivity” (Wilson 2000, n.p.). Although Evan Wilson, a violist, was 

referring to a different movement and excerpt (one for viola), his admonition certainly 
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applies to the overall character of the symphony: intense but restrained. The players must 

feel the tension that lies between these two extremes. The music between 32 and 36 is 

not easy or pleasing to the ears, nor should it be. As the music approaches the unison As, 

the intervals are meant to be difficult, both to hear and to play. Supporting this character, 

the vibrato on long notes should not be romantically lush but should reflect the feeling of 

intense restraint. Wilson suggests finger vibrato for violists; for cellists, that would 

translate to a vibrato that is narrow and not too fast. A vibrato that is too fast and narrow 

risks sounding shrill and tight—not a good thing, especially in f, ff or fff.  
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Suggested Fingerings and Bowings 

 

Shostakovich: Symphony No. 5 in D minor, Op. 47. I: Moderato–Allegro non troppo, 

mm. 217–53 (32 to 3 after 38). 

 

Example 24. Shostakovich, Symphony No. 5 in D Minor, Op. 47. Mvt. I, annotated, mm. 

217–53. 
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Shostakovich, Symphony No. 5 in D Minor, Op. 47. Mvt. I, annotated, mm. 217–53 

(continued). 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

BARTÓK 

CONCERTO FOR ORCHESTRA, OP. BB123 

 

Date of Composition: 1943 

Premiere: December 1, 1944 

Commissioner: Serge Koussevitzky 

Orchestra: Boston Symphony Orchestra 

Conductor: Serge Koussevitzky 

 

 

The Composer 

 

At the turn of the century Vienna was considered to be the de rigueur training 

grounds for aspiring composers and musicians. Bela Bartók (1881–1945), however, 

elected to undertake his professional studies in Budapest at the Royal Hungarian 

Academy of Music, now known as the Franz Liszt Academy (Stevens 2021, n.p.). “As a 

child, Béla Bartók showed definite signs of becoming a piano prodigy and was 

encouraged by his parents to follow the path of a performer rather than of a composer” 

(Redland 2012, n.p.). However, he instead chose to pursue composition. When he 

completed his studies in 1903, “a spirit of optimistic nationalism was sweeping Hungary” 

(Stevens, 2021), but for emerging Hungarian composers “there was little else upon which 

to base a nationalistic music, because Hungary’s rich and varied musical heritage was 

virtually unknown to academic musicians, particularly those trained, as Bartók was, in 

the German tradition” (Redland 2012, n.p.). 

For Bartók, this changed in 1905 when he began to develop an interest in 

Hungarian folk music. He “spent the next eight years collecting and systematically 

cataloguing it with the help of Zoltán Kodály, and in so doing discovered a music rich 

with the inflections of the Hungarian language” (Redland 2012, n.p.). Bartók and Kodály 
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“not only transcribed many folk tunes for the piano and other media, but also 

incorporated into their original music the melodic, rhythmic, and textural elements of 

peasant music” (Stevens 2021, n.p.).  

 

The Work 

Bartók’s Concerto for Orchestra, dating from 1943, figures prominently among 

works composed following his expatriation to the United States in 1940. These include 

the solo violin sonata, the third piano concerto (up to the last 17 measures), and his 

unfinished viola concerto (completed by Tibor Serly from drafts and sketches).  Although 

called Concerto for Orchestra, it is not a Concerto Grosso. Instead, Bartók “meant that 

the individual sections of the orchestra were often treated in a ‘soloistic’ manner” 

(Redland 2012, n.p.).  

The Finale, the last of the Concerto’s five movements, begins with a horn call 

containing important thematic material. The second theme, announced by the second 

trumpet in m. 201, introduces the subject of a fugue that is then passed around the 

orchestra. The excerpt to be studied is the cello section’s entrance. 
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The Excerpt 

Bartók: Concerto for Orchestra, Op. BB123. V: Finale, mm. 292–317. 

The excerpt starts at m. 292 and concludes at m. 317. Prior to this, at m. 256, 

Bartok marks poco meno mosso, a slightly slower tempo. The cello entrance is the third 

of the fugal subject, following the second and first violins respectively. This excerpt is 

chosen to showcase a cellist’s mastery of Bartok’s style, including rhythm, articulation, 

and glissandi. 
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Example 25. Béla Bartók, Concerto for Orchestra, Op. BB123. V: Finale, mm. 292–317. 

Bartók 1946, 12. 
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The Recordings 

 

The general interpretive trend is for the violins to launch the fugue at a 

conservative tempo, and the pace picks up gradually with each subsequent entrance. The 

first two notes of the subject are commonly taken slightly out of tempo for added 

emphasis. This approach can be heard on recordings by Serge Koussevitzky with the 

Boston Symphony Orchestra12, Herbert Karajan with the Berlin Philharmonic, and 

Riccardo Chailly with the Concertgebouw Orchestra. The Philadelphia Orchestra under 

Christoph Eschenbach takes these notes of the theme strictly in tempo, and the recording 

with Marin Alsop and the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra seems to be the only one 

where the tempo remains relatively steady throughout (with one noticeable fluctuation at 

a dynamic drop). Although most of these recordings have a tempo divergence between 

the first three notes and the rest of the fugue, my advice for auditioning cellists is to keep 

a consistent tempo throughout. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
12 In the recording by Koussevitzky and the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the third note is deliberately 

placed, creating an emphasis on the long-held note.  
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Table 7. Tempo Chart for Bartók, Concerto for Orchestra. V: Finale, mm. 292–317. 

Orchestra/Conductor Average Tempo Year 

Boston Symphony 

Orchestra/Serge 

Koussevitzky 134 1944 

Hungarian National 

Philharmonic 

Orchestra/Zoltán Kocsis 126 2004 

Chicago Symphony 

Orchestra/Pierre Boulez 122 1992 

San Francisco 

Symphony 

Orchestra/Herbert 

Blomstedt 130 1993 

Berlin 

Philharmonic/Herbert 

von Karajan 118 1965 

Royal Concertgebouw 

Orchestra/Riccardo 

Chailly 120 1995 

Baltimore Symphony 

Orchestra/Marin Alsop 122 2009 

New York 

Philharmonic/Leonard 

Bernstein 122 1959 

Boston Symphony 

Orchestra/Seiji Ozawa 126 1994 

The Philadelphia 

Orchestra/Christoph 

Eschenbach 126 2005 

 

 

 

Style: Bartok blends the traditional concept of a fugue with elements of 

Hungarian folk style, and the excerpt should be played in a way that reflects both. In a 

violin master class, Romanian-American violinist Robert Davidovici suggested playing 

the theme close to the frog and “biting” the string with the index finger (Davidovici 

2022). He recommended attacking the first two notes of the fugue from the string rather 
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than from above, and also suggested phrasing to the contour of the music and staying 

generally within the printed dynamic of mf. Although drawn from a violin master class, 

we can apply his suggestions to the cello excerpt.  

In traditional Hungarian folk music, the rhythmic impulse is placed on the first 

beat or the first note of the main beat. Ori Kam, violist of the Jerusalem String Quartet, 

suggests:  

String players start by studying the Hungarian language, which influenced 

the phrasing of the music. Getting a feel for the Hungarian language is 

essential in developing a deeper understanding of Bartók’s music. Starting 

notes with softer attacks mimics the softer consonants used in the Hungarian 

language: Z, S, L, Zh. Likewise, sustained notes emulate the long vowels 

and no diphthongs [compound vowels]. The contrast between accented and 

non-accented syllables is another feature of the language. Often the first 

syllable of the word is accented. In addition, there is a greater contrast 

between short and long vowels that creates a unique and identifiable rhythm 

to the language. (Cahill 2018, n.p.) 

 

Although he was referring to Bartók’s string quartets, this can be applied to Bartók’s 

music in general, as David McGill states in his book Sound in Motion: 

Hungarian language and music are also inextricably linked to one another. 

Here, as in Finnish, the first syllable is nearly always stressed. But there is 

a clipped nature to this accenting. This is often reflected musically with a 

sixteenth note on the beat followed by a dotted eighth. This yields a pseudo-

Scottish inflection somewhat reminiscent of the world “laddie.”  (McGill 

2007, 253) 

 

Rhythm: The overall rhythm of this excerpt is straightforward and seemingly 

simple. However, cellists must guard against rhythmic pitfalls that may lead to an 

unsatisfactory performance. 

First, there should be a clear distinction between the rhythms of m. 295 and m. 

297. Although the F# is emphasized in both, m. 295 has eighth notes embellished with 

grace notes (Example 26a) and m. 297 has sixteenth notes (Example 26b).  
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Example 26. Rhythmic comparisons from Bartók, Concerto for Orchestra, Op. BB123, 

mvt. V. 

 
 

To practice the first pattern, I suggest playing the four F#s in tempo but without 

the grace notes, until the pattern and articulation are secure within the tempo. Then, add 

the grace notes without interrupting the flow of the eighth-note rhythm. This ensures that 

the F#s are not disturbed by the embellishments and that the grace notes are shorter than 

sixteenths.   

 To practice the four sixteenth notes in m. 297, first play them without any 

accents. One might even consider slurring the four notes together before practicing them 

in the written groups of two. Finally, practice them as printed, emphasizing the accented 

F# and holding the E# for its full sixteenth-note value. This will ensure a clear 

differentiation between the two patterns.  

One should also practice the transition from triplets into eighth notes, and vice 

versa, in mm. 300, 303, 309, 311, etc. The pickup in m. 298 must be a clear eighth note 

that is longer than the triplet eighths that follow.  In general, triplet eighth notes must be 

clearly distinct from duple eighth notes.  It is better to practice this rhythmic pattern on a 

stopped note instead of an open string because open strings respond differently. One 

should practice each rhythmic group (triplet or duple) separately, with the help of a 

metronome until a good sense of rhythmic security is established before moving on to the 

next instance of that pattern. Then, still on one single pitch, practice alternating between 
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the two rhythmic groups by playing a pair of eighths followed by a single group of 

triplets. Only when the rhythms are rock-steady should you add back in the actual 

pitches. It is also important to hold longer notes for their precise duration—no longer or 

shorter than the specified value. Counting in subdivisions is essential, as is being mindful 

of the pulse given by other sections of the orchestra.  

Articulation: The articulations encountered in this excerpt: staccato, accent, and 

tenuto, all occur within a mixed context of detaché triplets and off-the-string duples. The 

staccato markings denote that the notes are separated—shorter but not short. For 

example, the staccato F#s in m. 295 need to be rearticulated, unlike the slurred E# grace 

notes.  The staccato eighth notes before m. 309 should be extra heavy. Even though there 

is nothing marked, there must be a separation between the low B and the high B in m. 

307. The sixteenth notes in mm. 294, 296 and 298 should be on-the-string detaché, and 

all of the triplets should likewise be played detaché. Most of the eighth notes with no 

staccato dots sound better if they are off-the-string, creating more contrast with the 

triplets. 

The glissandi in m. 296 and m. 297 can be performed with different fingerings, which 

largely controls how much glissando can be heard.  

 

1. Old finger slide: play the A with the fourth finger.  Slide down with the fourth 

finger to a G# (which is not written and won’t be heard), finally landing on the F# 

with the first finger. With this fingering most of the glissando is heard at the 

beginning of the shift with a subtle gap in the slide just before the F#.  

2. New finger slide: play the A with the first finger and slide down to the F# still 

with the first finger. There will be no gap between the two notes using this 
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fingering, and the entire shift will be heard. Because one has to quickly make a 

longer shift to the A with the first finger, this fingering presents more of an 

intonation challenge. (One can make the same kind of glissando by playing both 

notes with the third finger or by playing the A with the fourth finger but sliding on 

the third finger.) Although the entire shift can be heard, the prominence of the 

glissando can be controlled through bow speed, bow pressure, and shifting speed. 
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Suggested Fingerings and Bowings 

 

Bartók: Concerto for Orchestra, Op. BB123. V: Finale, mm. 292–317. 

 

Example 27. Bartók, Concerto for Orchestra, Op. BB123. Mvt. V, annotated, mm. 292–

317. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

You prepare for months if not years, spend hundreds upon thousands of dollars on 

travel, instrument, coachings, and accommodation. You go to the concert hall, warm up 

for a few moments, and then possibly your entire future is decided by just a few minutes 

of playing. It is for these reasons that orchestral auditions have been some of the most 

frustrating experiences that I have faced as a musician. Since I began taking professional 

auditions in 2019, I have struggled with the concept of being judged by musical excerpts 

that are often less than ninety seconds long. How could I possibly demonstrate my 

understanding of the music and present the best of my playing within the ten minutes of 

the preliminary round? If I perform at a level that is nowhere near my standard of playing 

it would not only be a waste of my time and money, it would probably seriously damage 

my self-confidence.  The same holds true for my current and future students, and any 

cellists who wish to pursue an orchestral career. I started seeing progress in my own 

auditions when I began looking for answers beyond the printed notes. Excerpts are often 

chosen as tests to assess one’s ability to play the instrument, and as such, intonation and 

rhythmic accuracy are always high up on the list of things the audition panel is listening 

for. But even perfect technique is not enough to win a job.13 It is also important to 

acknowledge that this paper is only intended to be the gateway to the study of these 

excerpts, providing technical and some musical information—cellists must bring their 

own “x factor” to the stage. While it is important to play at a very high technical level, 

 
13 For example, Boston Symphony Orchestra’s 2022 audition list included Schubert’s Arpeggione sonata, 

one of the pieces in the cello repertoire that can display absolute command of the instrument while still 

requiring artistic interpretation.  
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there must be something about a cellist’s playing that separates them from the crowd if 

they wish to win a job. Instead, being able to perform at a high technical level while still 

showing understanding of the style from which the excerpt is taken indicates that one is 

an experienced and consummate musician. It is essential that cellists be reminded that 

these short snippets of music belong to larger works; even though they seem like tests 

now, we must remember these pieces are in fact art.  

One of my goals as a performer and teacher is to better prepare cellists for 

auditions by offering guidance to help them from the moment they receive the audition 

list. Over the course of this paper, I have worked towards that goal through discussion of 

these six excerpts. I hope that these brief historical backgrounds, analyses of the excerpts’ 

main challenges, and suggestions for various practice techniques will provide cellists a 

foundation to apply these concepts to other excerpts they wish to study. On a deeper 

level, I hope that my advice on audition preparation within this paper will provide cellists 

with an even more valuable tool—the knowledge that, no matter the outcome, they were 

able to achieve the highest standards of preparation.  

The audition process is a long journey filled with frustration, disappointment, 

letdowns, self-doubt, but ultimately hope. Endless repetition in practicing without a clear 

goal or understanding of the music will not necessarily ensure a flawless performance in 

an audition, but may lead to burnout and frustration. Repeated audition-taking on its own 

does not better prepare one for subsequent auditions.  
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In 2022, as the world recovers from one of the greatest threats the performing arts 

have ever faced, opportunities are slowly returning. My hope is that this monograph will 

not only help me prepare thoroughly for my next audition, but that it will help my 

students, colleagues, and readers along their own audition journeys by inspiring curiosity 

and helping them to find joy in their explorations of music. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

ANNOTATED PARTS 

 The following materials are bowings and fingerings for the six excerpts discussed 

in this project, where some different options are available: 

1. Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 in D Minor, Op. 125. II: Molto vivace, mm. 1–57 

(beginning to A). 

2. Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. IV: Presto, mm. 8–90. 

3. Brahms: Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56a.Variation V: Vivace, mm. 

206–63. 

4. Mahler: Symphony No. 2 in C minor.  I: Allegro maestoso, mm. 1–26 (beginning 

to 2 after 1). 

5. Shostakovich: Symphony No. 5 in D minor, Op. 47. I: Moderato–Allegro non 

troppo, mm. 217–53 (32 to 3 after 38). 

6. Bartók: Concerto for Orchestra, Op. BB123. V: Finale, mm. 292–317. 

 

 

The following cellists have generously contributed to this project by allowing 

reproduction of their annotated parts, published or personal.  

Blaise Déjardin, Principal Cellist, Boston Symphony Orchestra 

Glenn Garlick, Assistant Principal Cellist, National Symphony Orchestra 

Mark Kosower, Principal Cellist, The Cleveland Orchestra 

 

It is interesting to note how some of the choices differ drastically, and that some 

similarities are also present. But the most important aspect of these additional materials is 

to prove that no matter how the excerpt is played from a technical standpoint, bowings 

and fingerings serve as a technical and musical tool to effectively play all these 

masterworks. As an aspiring orchestral cellist, it is important to be flexible and ready to 

accept the bowing and occasionally fingering choices of your principal. However 

different they may be from your own, you must be prepared to achieve the same level of 

musicality using any bowings or fingerings.  
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1. Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 in D Minor, Op. 125. II: Molto vivace. mm. 1–57 

(beginning to A). 

From the personal collection of Mark Kosower, Principal Cellist, The Cleveland 

Orchestra. 
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2. Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125.  IV: Presto, mm. 8–90. 

 

Excerpt from Audition Day (2021) by Blaise Déjardin, Principal Cellist, Boston 

Symphony Orchestra. 
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Beethoven excerpt from Déjardin, Audition Day (continued) 
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Excerpt from the big cello book (2010) by Glenn Garlick, Assistant Principal Cellist, 

National Symphony Orchestra. 
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From the personal collection of Mark Kosower, Principal Cellist, The Cleveland 

Orchestra. 
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3. Brahms: Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56a. Variation V: Vivace, 

mm 206–63. 

Excerpt from Audition Day (2021) by Blaise Déjardin, Principal Cellist, Boston 

Symphony Orchestra. 
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Brahms excerpt from Déjardin, Audition Day (continued) 
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Excerpt from the big cello book (2010) by Glenn Garlick, Assistant Principal Cellist, 

National Symphony Orchestra. 
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From the personal collection of Mark Kosower, Principal Cellist, Cleveland Orchestra. 
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4. Mahler: Symphony No. 2 in C minor. I: Allegro maestoso, mm. 1–26 

(beginning to 2 after 1). 

From the personal collection of Mark Kosower, Principal Cellist, Cleveland Orchestra. 
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5. Shostakovich: Symphony No. 5 in D minor, Op. 47. I: Moderato–Allegro non 

troppo, mm. 217–53 (32 to 3 after 38). 

From the personal collection of Mark Kosower, Principal Cellist, Cleveland Orchestra. 
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Shostakovich excerpt from Kosower collection (continued) 
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6. Bartók: Concerto for Orchestra, Op. BB123. V: Finale, mm. 292–317. 

Excerpt from the big cello book (2010) by Glenn Garlick, Assistant Principal Cellist, 

National Symphony Orchestra. 
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From the personal collection of Mark Kosower, Principal Cellist, Cleveland Orchestra. 
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APPENDIX B 

COMMENTARY BY MARK KOSOWER 

The following pages are comments and interpretation notes shared by Mark 

Kosower, Principal Cellist of The Cleveland Orchestra. They are listed in the following 

order: 

1. Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 in D Minor, Op. 125. II: Molto vivace, mm. 1–57 

(beginning to A). 

2. Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. IV: Presto, mm. 8–90. 

3. Brahms: Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56a. Variation V: Vivace, mm. 

206–63. 

4. Mahler: Symphony No. 2 in C minor. I: Allegro maestoso, mm. 1–26 (beginning 

to 2 after 1). 

5. Shostakovich: Symphony No. 5 in D minor, Op. 47. I: Moderato–Allegro non 

troppo, mm. 217–53 (32 to 3 after 38). 

6. Bartók: Concerto for Orchestra, Op. BB123. V: Finale, mm. 292–317. 

 

It is important to note that though Mr. Kosower is the principal cellist of The Cleveland 

Orchestra, the comments and interpretations on these next pages reflect only on Mark 

Kosower, and not The Cleveland Orchestra as a whole. In an audition setting, particularly 

if the candidate were to audition for The Cleveland Orchestra, they must play in a way 

that best represents their interpretation and understanding of these excerpts. Mr. Kosower 

once said in a masterclass, “Don't play like me, play like you(rself). Take what you like 

(interpretation), and leave what you don’t.” 
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1. Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 in D Minor, Op. 125. II: Molto vivace, mm. 1–57 

(beginning to A). 

Like the Brahms excerpt, playing evenly articulated and even length strokes is 

key with the ongoing dotted quarter notes here. To elaborate further, one must feel the 

down bow direction in the bow arm when starting the bar down bow and the up bow 

direction when starting the bar up bow. With that being said one should not hear any 

accents, and the line from Bar 17 must be played in strict pianissimo. Concerning the 

dynamic, a good rule is that when the line goes up one should make a slight 

diminuendo and a slight crescendo when the line comes down so as to keep 

everything at one dynamic and, like Brahms, "under the lid" in suspense until the 

music explodes at Letter A. The stroke should be off the balance point in the lower 

half of the bow. The music remains in the shadows until the crescendo begins in Bar 

45. While the musical feeling should be as if someone is pushing you from behind, 

the tempo should never rush and be an opposing force to this upheaval in energy. The 

fingering choice in Bar 51 is in order to create more fluidity in the line, although a 

more conventional fingering is in parentheses below. 

 

2. Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. IV: Presto, mm. 8–90. 

A lot has been made out of the tempo of this famous recitative section at the 

beginning of this movement. Beethoven, a meticulous notator for a composer of that 

time, gives no indication of a slower tempo for this section. Therefore, it is safe to 

assume he doesn't want it played too slow. With that being said the writing is clearly 

recitative which is always somewhat out of time in opera (lucky for the orchestra 

musician––I guess––that this will ultimately be up to the conductor!). The phrase "out 
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of time" can be misleading because this does not mean there is a lack of order, design, 

or structure. Rather it is more in reference to freer phrasing around the tempo. In 

terms of conventional rubato phrasing of the past 100+ years, large intervals upwards 

in this excerpt need a little more time while descending passages of eighth notes can 

precipitate forward somewhat in following the contours of the lines. It is important to 

note where the music is more sung and where it is more spoken. Articulations, 

dynamics, key areas, harmonic progressions, and the part in relation to what else is 

going on in the orchestra all help to determine what decisions are to be made. There is 

so much drama here with the rejection of material from the first three movements and 

the foreshadowing of "Ode to Joy" near the end. In general it is important that there is 

enough singing through the eighth notes regardless of how articulate or not the notes 

are, since the reiteration of the recitative later in the movement by the singers speak 

about casting away the songs of old and singing about universal harmony and 

brotherhood. 

 

3. Brahms: Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56a. Variation V: Vivace, 

mm. 206–63. 

This variation is very lively and light as well as witty and playful, but also within 

the context of Brahmsian restraint. I have chosen to begin on the G string despite the 

convenience of the C string fingerings because of this lighter timbre and the 

quickness of the string. The open G in Bar 4 can be controlled enough after the 

preceding sforzando. The stroke should be played off the balance point in the lower 

half of the bow. While the leggiero stroke comes off the string it is important to note 

that it is executed from the string in the follow-through of the preparatory motion or 

gesture. This sets the pendulum swing of the bow arm in motion and enables the 
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player to feel right from left. Although the music is lively it should be kept "under the 

lid" so to speak in the piano and pianissimo passages. From Letter G to Letter H and 

again near the end these gestures play well from the middle to upper half of the bow, 

particularly in the 3rd quarter of the bow (50-75% to the tip).  

 

Executing precise rhythm, articulations, and dynamics in this variation are key. The 

evenness of stroke and articulations with the musical pulse will greatly aid the 

rhythm. While there is not a wealth of articulation markings if you take all of them 

seriously and don't take anything for granted you will find plenty of contrasts, such as 

the few staccato markings between letter G and H, the curious staccato markings 

under slurs after letter H and I (I view them as phrasing), pizzicati with staccato 

markings, and leggiero markings. Dynamics are plentiful and need to be startling and 

contrasting enough when necessary but in proportion to the overall phrasing and 

structure. 

 

4. Mahler: Symphony No. 2 in C minor. I: Allegro maestoso, mm. 1–26 

(beginning to 2 after 1). 

With Mahler there is always a lot to process in terms of tempo markings, 

dynamics, articulations, and other markings since the composer is always guarding 

against the musicians going astray! With that being said one sees right off the bat in 

this excerpt that some sets of triplets and sixteenth notes have dots on them and others 

don't. In music from the 18th century and before one has to assume there was a fair 

amount of short hand used in order to save paper and it was customary to place a fair 

amount of responsibility on the performance practices of the musicians. By the time 

of Gustav Mahler, however, one has to assume that he really meant what he wrote. 
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Therefore, the sixteenth notes ten and eleven bars before Rehearsal 1 are a long off 

versus the dotted sixteenths seven bars before Rehearsal 1. And, upon further 

examination, the figures are different which supports this conclusion. Likewise 

thirteen bars before Rehearsal 1 is a different stroke from the preceding bars with the 

eighth note triplets. Long off does not mean without articulations. It means less 

ringing, longer of course than the dotted notes, and can be tailored to the context to 

which it is subservient to. At the beginning the funeral march is preceded by a 

dramatic opening statement in the cellos expressing despair and urgency. The "wild" 

marking along with the sforzandos and double and triple fortes support this and 

should be played in the lower part of the bow starting from the string. A certain 

amount of grit and grainy-ness (gruffness) in and around the sound is appropriate as 

long as these qualities do not obscure the pitch and sound. The main theme of the 

funeral march begins with the pickup to to Bar 6. It begins in the reduced dynamic of 

forte and is already reduced to mezzo forte a bar later. This dramatic opening has 

continuous outbursts that always quickly return to the shadows.  The sound should be 

dark and menacing - a textured sound played in the 25% from the fingerboard vicinity 

and in the lower half of the bow. The strokes must always have weight and be 

disciplined in regard to tempo (it's a march). Despite the textured/covered sound and 

disciplined tempo there must remain motion, urgency, and intensity in the 

phrasing/harmonic progressions at all times or else the music begins to sound 

comfortable. Dynamics must be extreme, and articulations and strokes must be varied 

enough. 
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5. Shostakovich: Symphony No. 5 in D minor, Op. 47. I: Moderato–Allegro non 

troppo, mm. 217–53 (32 to 3 after 38). 

This excerpt requires a skilled use of the bow for the relentless hooked bowings. 

In observance of the note values normally you might subdivide the hooked bowing 

into it's common denominator the sixteenth note and distribute the bow 7/8 for the 

long note and 1/8 for the sixteenth note. However, for impassioned music still with 

many characteristics of the Romantic era the bow speed should change as enough 

energy and substance must be given to the sixteenth notes. Therefore I would leave at 

least 1/4 of the bow for the sixteenth notes. With this 3/4 - 1/4 bow distribution a loop 

bowing is required where you stop the bow at the end of the tied note and slightly 

retake it to rearticulate the sixteenth note with a faster bow speed. The gesture 

involves two pendulum swings with the arm with a loop in between. While the long 

notes are sustained with great intensity all notes must be well articulated with non-

legato strokes and attacks. This requires the arm to feel down bow from up bow and 

tension and release as specifically required by the strokes. Once the strokes are 

mastered the musical tension has to be built from Rehearsal 32 to Rehearsal 36. At 

Rehearsal 36 a loop without releasing the legato can be executed for these dotted 

eighth thirty-second note figures which will feel more like a slight wave in the arm 

creating more clarity and a slighty faster bow speed with the thirty-second notes - and 

without breaking the legato. The Largamente section must be played broadly with all 

notes having great intensity, weight, and dimension to express the hardship and 

horrors of Soviet oppression. 
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6. Bartók: Concerto for Orchestra, Op. BB123. V: Finale, mm. 292–317. 

This excerpt is found in a fugal passage based on Hungarian folk/dance music. 

Hungarian music in general is quite articulate (as is the music of Bartok) and 

therefore requires well defined strokes with consonance and vowels sounds. From 

Bars 292-300 the cello line is the primary theme. From Bars 301-308 the cello line is 

secondary and contrapuntal before becoming primary again in a more transitional roll 

at Bar 309. The main three-note motif at Bar 292 should be played broadly with a 

sustained singing sound but also as marked strokes. In Bars 296 and 298 have a high 

enough curve in your pendulum strokes for these short dotted eighth notes in folk 

style (This variety of gestures is important throughout the excerpt in order to give the 

music the feeling of folk music and dance). These strokes are best played in the 2nd 

quarter of the bow (25-50% to the tip). Generally speaking the triplet figures are a 

brush stroke with softer but well defined articulations. Notice the tenuto markings in 

Bars 310 and 312 which, while having special emphasis, serve to carry the phrase 

through to Bar 317. 
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